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t1. INTRODUCTIC_
The use of ceramics in heavy duty diesel engine applications is
especially promising [I]. It has been shown in the TAC(_I/Cu_ainsAdiabatic J
Engine Program that reductions in heat losses at appropriatepoints in the !
diesel engine system result in substant_allyle_f_m_ed exhaust enthalpy [2].
One of the most promising concepts for takLqg advantage of this increased
exhaust enthalpy is the turbocharged turbocompoundeddiesel engine cycle [3].
Th:s engine concept consists of several sub-systems: compressor, _.
[
reciprocator, turbocharger turbine, compounded turbine, ductipg and heat
exchangers. Opportunities for use of ceramic _;erlals in the different sub-
system components have wi_ely different degrees of difficulty and benefits.
Therefore, there is a need for a com_.fcersimulation of this complete engine
t
concept, at the appropriate le_.l of _etail. to enable engineers to define the
trade-ca_sassoclate4 wlth Lctr_Ing ceramic materials in various parts of
the total engine system, and to carry _Jt _qystemperformance and optimization
studies.
This report describes the thermocb]namicand heat transfer models used in
a computer program _ich slmulates the behavior of the total engine system.
The focus of this total system simulation is to define the mass flows and
eneP_" Lran_fers (heat transfers, hemt release, work transfers) L_ each sub-
system and the relationship between the sub-systems. Slac_ _Yz_s'sFs_m model
must funet_ as a slngle-unit, a dellberate eff_t is _ to mai_taCa a
ba_nce _1__ :complexityof the various sab-system aescriptions.
_ effort has been funded by DOE over a two year period. A Phase I
computer simulation of the turbooompounded engine system was developed during
#
the first year. The mathematlcal models used in the Phase I simulation are
described in NASA Contractors Report CR-17_755 [_], In or_IPrto make the
1
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Phase I program available as quickly as possible, relative simple heat !
I
transfer and conduction models were used for the major system components. A
I
validation of this Phase I simulation against data from a turboeompounded i 4
engine system was successfullycarried out and has also been reported [5]. In
v
the second phase of this program, a substantial extension and upgrading of
,=
critical sub-system models was carried out. Major areas of focus were:
descriptionof turbomachlnerycomponent performance; heat conduction through t
the piston, cylinder-head,cylinder-liner, exhaust port, exhaust manifold and i
, dueting to incorporatematerial properties and wall designs appropriate to use t
of ceramics; radiation from the combustion Eases; flow through the exhaust
system. The present report describes the models used to represent the mass
flow rates, heat transfers to and through the walls, work transfers, energy
release in the combustion process, and thermoo_]namiosof the working fluids
properties and processes in this Phase II version of the turboeompounded
:- diesel simulation.
_ Figure I illustratesthe overall model structure. The air flow is
followed throuEh an air filter, ducting, turUocharger compressor,ductir_,
cooler and engine intakesystem to the diesel reciprocator. The reciprocator I '_
_-. simulation is a mathematical model of the processes occurring in the direct- !4..:'
injection four-strokedlesel-enElne. Engine friction sub-models ar_ i_ien ,
!
: used to obtain brake quantities from the computed reciprocator indicated :
performancequantities. The exhaust gas flow is followed through the engine
exhaust ports, manifold runners and plenum, to the turboeharEerturbine; it is
then followed through additional ductinE to the compounded turbine; the flow •
_r
then passes through the exhaust systea and muffler to the atmosphere.
i The report is arranged as follows. First, the basic as.a_nptionsof the
reciprocatorand the other component models are summarized. Then, the
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Fig. 1: Turbocompounded diesel system configuration.
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mathematical relationships for mass and energy conservation for an open system
(such as the manifolds and enEine cylinder) are developed. Then, the models
Which represent each process in the ind'.vidualcomponents of the total system
are described. Next, the method of solution of the complete model that
results from the inteErationof the various sub-systems is presented, alone o
with a typical set of program inputs and outputs.
4
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2. BASIC ASSIW_TIONSOF SYSTEM MOD_S
2.1 Reciprocator Engine Model
i
The diesel tour-stroke cycle is treated as a sequence of continuous
4
processes: intake, compression, combustion (includln8 expansion), and
exhaust. The durations of the individualprocesses are as follows. The !
intake process beEins _hen the intake valve opens (IVO) and ends when the
intake valve closes (IVC). The compression process beEins at IVC and ends at
I
the time of iEnition (IGN). The combustion process beEins When iEnition
i
occurs and ends when the exhaust valve opens (EVO). The exhaust process
begins at _JO and ends at IVO (and not when the exhaust valve closes). •
In the reciprocator simulation, the system of interest is the
instantaneous contents of a cylinder, i.e. air, fuel and combustion products.
In general, this system is open to the transfer ot mass, enthalpy, and energy
in the form of _ork and heat. Throu_out the cycle, the cylinder is treated
.,
as a variable volume plenum, spatially uniform in pressure. Furthermore, the
cylinder contents are represented as one continuous medium by deL'inin8 an
averaEe equivalence ratio and temperature in the cylinder at all times.
Gas properties are calculated assuming ideal gas behavior. At low ._
temperatures (below 1000 K), the cylinder contents are treated as a +. ,
homoEeneousmixture of non-reactin8 ideal Eases. At high temperatures (above
1000 K), the properties of the cylinder contants are calculated with allowance
for chemical dissociation by assuming that the burned Eases are in
equilibrium, using an approximate calculation method based on hydrocarbon-air
combustion.
Quasi-steady, adiabatic, one-dimansionsl flow equations are used to
predict mass flows past the intake and exhaust valves. The intake manifold
and the exhaust port are treated as plenums whose pressure and temperature
5
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history is detennin_ by solution or the manifold state equations. _len
reverse flow past the intake valve occurs, rapid mixing of the back flow gases
within the intake manifold is assumed.
The compression process is defined so as to include the ignition delay
period, i.e. the time interval between the start of the injectionprocess (the
point at which the injector needle starts to lift) and the ignition point (the
start of positive heat release due to combustion). The total length of the
ignitiondelay is related to the n_an cylinder gas temperatureand pressure
during the delay period by an empirical J_rheniu8 expression.
Combustion is modelled as a uniformly dlstributed heat release process.
The rate of heat release is assumed to be proportional to the rate of fuel
burning which is modelled empirically. Since the diesel combustion process is " '
comprised of a pre-mixed and a diffusion-controlled combustion mechanism,
Watson's fuel burning rate correlation [6], consisting of the sum of two
algebraic functions, one for each combustion mechanism, is used. The fraction
of the total fuel injected that is burnt by either mechanism depends on the 2 ._
length of the ignition delay period and the engine load and speed. _ :
Heat transfer is included in all the engine processes. Convective heat
transfer is modelled using available engine correlations based on turbulent flow :_-_L
-_
in pipes. The characteristicvelocity and length scales required to evaluate :_
these correlations are obtained from a mean and turbulent kinetic energy model.
Radiat__e heat transfer is added during combustion. The steady-stete inside
wall surface temperaturesor the piston, cylinder head, and liner can be either
specified or calculated from a specification ot the component wall structure.
Additionally, the time-dependent temperature distribution in the piston and •
cylinder head can be computed using a one-dimansional finite difference model.
Finally, an empirical friction model is used to conver_ the indicated
engine per:.'ormanoe quantities to bra_e perfoemance quantities.
6
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|2.2 Other Component Models
The reciprocator engine model calculates the state variables in one master
cylinder of a multi-cylinder engine, _hile the manifolds and the other component
models have inherent multi-cylinder capability. The interactionbetween the
• master cylinder model and the other components is accounted for in the
manifolds. To simulate the effect of additional cylinders on the manifold
conditions,and hence on the entire system behavior, the conditions in the
other cylinders are assumed to vary as echoes of the master cylinder, shifted by
the appropriate phase angles. The following additional assumptions are made in
order to develop models for the various components of the complete turbochanged
turbocompoundeddiesel engine system:
Intake air and exhaust g&q can be modelled as ideal Easos. There is
perfect and instantaneousmixing of all mass flows that enter each ,.manifold(or
section of the manifold) with the Eases in the manifold. This implies th&t
there is no spatial variation in properties within a manifold (or manifold
section) at any instant of time, and all flows leaving a manifold have the
properties of the manifold (or manifold section) contents. The connecting pipes
to and from the _ntake manifold are included as parts of the intake manifold.
The exhaust manifold is modeled as a series of connected open systems: exhaust
port, manifold runner and manifold plenum.
There is instantaneousmixing of all mass flows that enter the intake
manifold with the gases in the manifold; thus there is no variation in
properties witnln the intake manifold at any instant of time. All flows
|
leaving the intake manifold have the properties of the manifold contents.
Similarly, the gas properties are assumed to be uniform within each individual
0
section of the exhaust manifold at an_ instantof time and the flow out of any
section has the properties of that section.
7
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Thereare no mass transfersexeeptalong the rc_tesindicated;i.e.,there
are no losses or leakages from any component of the system. The fl_.l through
'_ the _rastegatecan be specifiedas a fractionof the exhaustgas stream. The two 4
_i, .'stgas streams,throughand bypassingthe turboohargerturbine,reunite
, with ro lossof thermalenergy,at the turbochargerturbineexit pressure. An . J
, 1
!
_-, open-systemduct modelconnectsthe turbochargerturbineand co_ot,z_edturbine, i
The steady-stateinsidewall surfacetemperaturesof the manifoldsections ,,
" and duetingcan be specifiedor calculatedfromwall designinformation.
i_irieal cor_lations are used to calculate instant.meous heat transfer rates
from the gas to the wallsand pressurelosses. Conductionthroughthe wallsis
modeled as _i_tric. The I:oun_ conditions on the outside wall surface of
each componentare specified. From these,the steady-statetemperature
,|
!
.j distributionwithinthewallsof each co_.@onentcan be calculated.
:] The turbomachlneryperformanceis definedby maps that interrelate
efficiency,pressureratio,mass flow rateand shaftspeedfor each component.
The eompreasor, turbine,and power turbineare assumedto be adiabatic,i.e.,
there is no heat transfer from these components to the environment. The
" turboohargerdynamicsare controlled by therotor inertiaand davitS. The I
+ turbochargerturbineand compressorspeedsare equal. Finally,the power I_ :
turbineshaft is connectedto the erminecrankshaftvia a specifiedgear ratio '!
transmission. Hence, the power turbine speed can be determlnea directly from
" the reciproeatorenginespeed.
t
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illI 3. CONSERVATION F_JATIONS
In this section, equations for the conservation of mass and energy are
developed for the contento of an open thermodynamic system. The _onservation
Q
equation for the fuel mass is used to develop a differential equation for the
change in fuel-air equivalence r3tlo of the system. The energy conservation
equation is developed to obta',na differential equation for the change in
temperatureof the thermodynamic system.
3.I Conservation of Mass
3.1.1 Conservation of total mass
The rate of change of the total mass "_nany open system is equal to the sum
of the mass flow rates into and out of the system:
m = Zm, (3-I)
= j J
Note that the convention used in our model assumes that mass flow rates
into the open system are taken as positive, _hile mass flow rates out of the
system are nesatlve.
3.1.2 Conservation of fuel mass
In partioul_r, conservation of the fuel species can be expressed as
mf = _ mf,j (3-2)J
_here mf denotes the fuel content in _e open system (Includesfuel added by
injectionand fuel in the form of combustion products).
I -
! Def'nlng the fuel fraction, F, in the system as
F • mf/m
_ere m is the total mass in the system, equation (3-2) oan be re-wrltten as
9
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(._') = £ mjFj (3-3) !J
where Fj denotes the fuel fraetlon of the mass flow entering or leaving the I! 4;
open system through the j port•
Differentiatingt_e left hand side of equation (3-3)gives !
• !
= r jm'Fj _ (3-4) )j :
or substitutingfor m from equation (3-I) results in a differential equation _
for the change in the fuel fraction of the open system, i.e.
F = Z (m_/m)(Fj-j F) (3-5)J
An average fuel-air equivalenceratio, $, for the contents of the open
system can be defined as
mf/ma
* = F_l'(_ (3-6)
,!
where m is the mass of air in the open system and FASTO denotes thea
stoichiometricfuel to air ratio• "'i_
Expressing the equivalenceratio, $, in terms of the fuel fraction,F, _.
i.e.
I F
" FASTO I-F (3-7)
and differentiating (3-7) with respect to time we obtain an equation for the
rate of change of the equivalenceratio of the open system, i.e. •
• 1 F
$ m (3-8)
FD_TO (I-F)2
with F givenfromequation (3-5).
i0
L
L'_
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3.2 Conservation of Energy
The general energy equation for an open thermodynamic system may be
written as i
;= a[_
S = Z mjhj- Qw - W (3-9)j '
with the rate of change of the energy of the system being given by t
•E- _(a_h) (3-10)
where /
Z m_hjuis the net rate of influx of enthalpyJ
_ Qw= _ Qi is the total heat transfer to the walls, i.e. the sum of the #
heat transfer rates to the different surfaces of the control
volume of interest ;°
f_
I •
W = pV is the rate at whleh the system does work by boundary .'
displacement.
The dots deno.e differentiation with respect to time. Note that the _::
convention used is that heat loss from the system and work done by the system _'
are taken as positive.
Differentiatingthe left-hand side of equation (3-9) gives
n _ mjhCu --_-+pV- _ (3-II)
• J )
The contents or any open system, i.e. air and combustion products, can be !
I
• represented as one continuous medium by defining an average equivalenoe ratio
i
at each point in time. Gas properties are obtained assuming ideal gas j
t
11 1
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iii behavior and thermodynamicequilibrium (see Appendix A). With these
assumptions,we can express the enthalpy) h, and the density, p, of the
mixture of air and combustion products as
h = h(T,p,_) (3-12)
p = p(T,p,)) (3-13)
Hence, the rate of change of the above fluid properties with respect to time,
or crank-angle, can be written as
h = OpT + cT p + c$) (3-I4)
ahere
Cp= (=_)p,¢)
_h
+4 %" (_)T,)._ '
( _)h.
f
and
(_)T "(dT)p,O 8p ,_ (o))T,p .
P
The equation of state for ideal gases
p = RpT (3-I6)
can be expressed in differential form as
2 = R + _ + T (3-17)p R p T
Re-ar_ar_ir_equation(3-17) andusing (3-16). wecanwrite
Substituting for p from equation (3-15) Into the above equation, we can
12
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, f
3
, expressR In termsof p, T and ¢, l.e.
".11
From the dlJrferentiall_rm of the equatioaof state,we can e_s the
time rate of c$_alge of pressure as
m
- m T _)p - p(_ + _ + _ - (3-2o)
or substituting for R from equation (3-19), and with some manipulation, we
=
(_tatn the time rate of change of pressure:
_ m
ap/ap v p aT p a¢ ,
Returning to the erlerl_ equatlort (3-11), arid expressing h in te]-i_ of
its partialderivatives wlth respect to T, p and ¢, we obtain _
I
_T -zmj.j-%.(v-mR)p-=%,-_ (3-22)J
Finally, substituting for p from equation (3-21), we obtain an
equation for the rat_ of change of' temperature that does not explicitly depend
on the rate oi',changeof pressure ot _e system, I.e.
• - _ • • v ,_;_____._=)_. (3-23)J
1
where B - (al)/ap) (1 - ooT) (3-2_)
]3 ' _i
I
m__
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Dividing (3-23) by m, and collecting terns in T, ¢ and m, we get
B _T_)T I mjhj- B _)) ; B m h VCOp+_ " m (_ _w> - (00+p _*) + m (1 - _> - B _ (3-25)
1 leading to
I •
T = _.[_(1 - §) V B ,
_'_ere
A -op+B_ . £__PZ__L)¢;oT) (3-_)p _)'I'op + (_)p/@p)_ i
c -% +_B_ (_-_-_)('-oT) (3-2B>
3.3 Applicationot ConeervatioeEquationsto Reoiproeator,Cycle
The aboveconservationequationscan be appliedto the thermodynamic
prooessesof the four-strokedieseleyoleas follows:
i) Intake
m = mm- me{ (3-29)
=m.p %
= -m-_ in- P) - "_-(Pex- F) (3-30)
• B m h V C ; !_(;_nh__ i_exh¢=¢- _,,-, (3-31)
ll) Compr_ion
m = 0 (3-32)
P = O (3-33)
Ill
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_ 8 v _-_[-_ 3 (3-3a,
g
(ill) Combustion
• m - mf (3-35)
hi F .- :f(1 - F) (3-36)
. _  _(mrhF-
_here hF is the absolute fuel enthalpy, given by (B-I).
(Iv) Exhaust
m--m (3-38)
ex
° m
F ,, - -_(Fe - F) (3-39)
mexi B h v c; , _ %)j (3-,o)- _[- -_-(I - _) V B + _(- exhex-
Note that the fuel fraotion of the mass flow rate through the exhaust
port, Fex, could be different from the oyllnder fuel Fraction, F, in reverse
Flow situations.
I
15
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" 4. MODELING OF RECIPROCATOR ENGINE PROCESSES
' 4.1 Gas Exehar_e
: A one-dimensionalquasi-steady compressible flow model is used to I 4
• 1 '
a calculate the mass flow rates throuEh the intake and the exhaust valves during
the gas exchange process. The intake manifold and the exhaust port are m
treated as plenums with known pressures. Furthermore, the temperatureand i
average equivalenceratio of the intake charge (fresh air at intakemanifold i
i
conditions) and the exhaust charge (mixture of air and combustion products at -
cylinder conditions)are known. When reverse flow into the intake manifold
occurs, a rapid-mixing model is used, i.e., instantaneousmixing between the
back-flowing charge and the intake charge is assumed.
At each step of the gas exchange process, values for the valve open areas
and discharge coefficients are obtained from tabulateddata. Given the open
area, the discharge coefficient,and the pressure ratio across a particular
:i
valve, the mass flow rate across that valve is calculated from:
n
,f
Po 2 Ps 2/Y Ps (Y+I)/X 1/2
°dA Co)- J) ("-')
where
I_ I
cd = discharge coefficient _';
I
A = valve open area
!
Pc = stagnation pressure upstream of restriction i
i
Ps = static pressure at restriction
T - stagnation temperature upstream of restriction
0 •
Y = ratio of specific heats
R = gas constant
|
• 16 _:
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When the kinetic energy in the cylinder is negligible, the stagnation pressure
and temperaturereduce to the static pressure and temperature, respectively.
For the case of choked flow, equation (4-I) reduces to 4
- -_o(; (4-2)
o
The mass, re(t),in the cylinder at any time t can be found from
integrationof the mass conservation equation (3-I), i.e.
•o. c,o o
where m is the mass in the cylinder at the start of the cycle calculation,o
Inlet valve opening (IVO).
4.2 Combustion Model
The diesel combustion process is a complex, unsteady, heterogeneous,
three-dimensional process. A complete mathematical combustion analysis would
require accurate models of compressibleviscous air motion, fuel spray
penetration, droplet break-up and evaporation,air entrainment into the spray,
combustion kinetics, turbulentdiffusion and so on. The details of the
combustion process would depend on the characteristicsof the fuel, the design
of the combustion chamber and the fUel injection system, and on the engine's
operating conditions. Altho_gh an adequate conceptual understanding of diesel
combustion has been deve_oped t _ care, a comprehensivequantitative model of
all the individual processes has yet to be proposed.
I A useful approach to the problem of combustion si_lation has been to
model combustion as a heat release process, as originally proposed by Lyn [7].
e
The rate of heat release (or, equivalently, the rate of fuel b_-ning) can be
defined as the rate at which the chemical energy of the fUel is released by
17
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combustion. Based on heat release analysis and high-speed photography, Lyn
_._
has provided an excellent description of the different stages of diesel I
4
, combustion. These stases can be identified on the typical rate of heat
release diagram for a DI englne shown in FIE. 2 as follows:/
Ignition delay: The period between the start of Ir_Jectlon(the point '
at Which the injector needle starts to lift) and iEnitlon (the start
: of positive heat release due to rombustion).
Pre-mixed or rapid combustion phase: In this phase, combustion of ._
the fuel which has mixed with air to within the flamability limits
durinE the iEnition delay period occurs rapidly in a few crank angle
deErees. This results in the hiEh initial rate of burninE Eenerally
observed in dlrect-lnjectiondiesel engines.
J
Mixing controlled combustion 2ha_: Once the fuel and air premixed
during the iEnitlon delay have been consumed, the heat release rate "
(or burnlng rate) is controlled by the rate at _ich mixture becomes _ "_':
availableforburning. The heat release rate may or may not reach a
second (usually lower) peak in this phase; it decreases as this phase _-
proEresses. •_
i
Late combustion phase: Heat release continues at a low rate well -_&_'_"
into the expansion stroke. Eventually, the burning rate asyptoti-
tally approaches zero. The nature of combustion during this phase is
not well understood. Possible processes are that a smell fraction of
: the fuel may not yet have burned, or en_rsy present in soot and fuel- I
rich combustion products can still be released, etc. Given the some-
,!
what arbitrary limits of this phase, combustion models usually focus i
on the main heat release periods, i.e. the pre-mixed and mixing "
controlled combustion phases, !
18
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Based on h's observations, hyn [7] proposed a method of predicting
:'! burnln8 rates from the rate of fuel injection. The fuel injected is divided
• into elements aecording to the order in _hieh they enter the combustion
chamber. These fuel elements become "ready for burning" according to a ,_
!! "certain law. T_s, a "ready for burning" dlagram can be obtained from the
:'ii" rate of injection diasram. At the Ignition point, whloh occurs after the .lapse of the delay period, the part of the injected fuel which has already
i!I been made "ready for burnins" is added onto the current "ready for burnins"
diagram, oausln8 the initial sharp peak in the burning rate diasram. Subse-
i
quent burning is essentially governed by the rate of injection. Although this
:I
method Elves a reasonable fit to data obtained over a wide range of speeds and
loads, it requires further refinement and calibration before it can be used in
i computer simulation work.
An alternative approach to _ellinE combustion, in the context of
_iI computer simulations predicting engine perfor_zmoe, is to describe the
apparent fuel burn'_ rate by algebraic expressions. The constants in these
expressions can be chosen suitably to reflect the dependence of the actual
fuel burnir_ rate on enEine type and particular operating conditions.
Shipinski et al [8] attempted to correlate the apparent rate of fuel
burnlr_ with the rate of fuel injection by fittinE a Wiebe function to heat
release diaErams obtained from tests on a hiEh-speed swirl-type direct
injection engine. AlthouEh Shipinski obtained a reasonable aEreement with his
_:'l engine data, the heat release shape defined by the Wiebe function alone has a
I
-! notable d'.fference from the two-part characteristic with the initial spike
'i, #
' that is measured on .net engine types.
To overcome this problem, Watson et al [9] proposed that the apparent
:i fuel burning rate oould be expressed as the sum of two components,one
Pelating to lee-mixed and the otheP to diftualon-oontrolled burning, i.e.
2O
1
-I
m
jW •_ _. _ _
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r-
t
mt- mp* md (4-4) '
4 where m is the fuel burning rate with respect to crank angle and subscripts
t, p, d denote total, pre-mlxed and diffusion burning, respectively.
• In order to qP_ntlfy the proportion of the fuel burnt by either
mechanism, a phase proportionality factor,B, is introduced. This expresses
the cumulative fuel burnt by pre-mixed burning as a fraction of the total fuel
injected, i.e.
m
S - _R (4-5)
mt
Consequently, a non-dlmensionalapparent fuel burning rate curve can be
written as
• " MdMtCt)- _4p(_)+ (I- B) (_) (_-6)
where M(_) is the non-dlmensionalburning rate distribution, and _ the
normalized crank position.
The phase proportionality factor, B, is considered to be controlled by
the length of the ignition delay period (since the fuel that is prepared for
burning during this period governs the pre-mlxed burning phase), and the
overall cylinder equivalence ratio, Cove" This can be expressed by a relation
of the form
b
¢ove
s e - I - a---- (_-7)
!Dc
• where ID /s the ignition delay (see Section 11.3),and a, b, c are suitable
constants to fit engine cylinder preesure data.
-- _ "" V . J
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):Fut:_r_ore, Watson concluded that the best r?._rese_tat£on o£ the I
exper'_mentaldata was achieved us£ng the £ollo_In_ +..+_Jnentburnlng rate
dlstr ibut ions:
Prem£xed b_rnln 6:
MpC_) = I - (I -_Cpl) cp2 C)I-Oa)
• (cN-I) c. (c_-i)(I - .tp_) pz (4-8b)
or Mp('O = CplC2"t
Di£fuslon controlled burnlng (Wiebe funetlon)
Hd(Z) = 1 - exp(-Cdli cd2) (4-ga)
. (Cd2-1) C_
or Hd(Z) = CdlCd21 exp(-Cdl z _') (4-9b)
where Cpl, Cp2, Cdl, Cd2 are shape £actors. The shape factors in equatior_ --
F
(11-8) and (_-9) can be determined a_ a function of the engine operatin8
condltlons.
Oslr_ data from three typical turboeharged truck engines, (design details " '.."
are su_ized in Table 1), Watson established that the prelixed burnin8 +_,,_.
factors Cpl and Cp2 were adequately modeled, tot all three designs , by the
following c_relationa:
• 2.0 + 1.25 x 10"8(ID x N) 2"£1 (4-10a)Cpl
cR= 5o(o) (_-iOb) •
_h_e ID • ignition delay, _ (see Section _.3)
N • ermine speed, RI_
22 ' _;
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TABLE 1
Appropriate He_t Release I_otile Constants
For Different Engtne I)esiSns
* _GINE A B C
a 0.296 0.95 0.81
b 0.37 0.41 0.28
e 0.26 0.28 0.51
k1 14.2 16.67 7.54
W:2 0.644 0.6 0.65
k3 0.79 1.2 0.93
k_ 0.25 0.13 0.22
Ermine A: 6-cylinder, In-line, t_rboeharged, 4 stroke, DI, with
inlet port swirl pneratton, and deep bowl oombuet£on
chamber.
Ensine B: V8, turboeharsed and lntereoo!ed, DI, 4 stroke, diesel
eng'.ne.
Ermine C: Turboeharsed and tnteroooled, but more hishly rated
than eng'.ne A or B.
Source: Re£. [I0]t%
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t
.k
_+; The difusion burning factors Cdl, controlling the rate and duration of
: diffusion burning, and Cd2, controlling the timing of the peak diffusion
i burning rate, were modeled by correlationsof the form •
.,r
-r -k
-'-; Cdl = kl Cove 2 (4-1 la)
K
'_. Cd2 ,, k3 Cdlk4 (4-11b)
/
where Cove is the overall cylinder equivalence ratio, and kI, k2, k3, k4 are
i_'- constantsappropriate for each combustion chamber design. Table I summarizes
." the values for the diffusion-burningconstants in equation (4-11) and the
phase-proportonalityconstants in equation (4-7) that Watson etablished for
the three engines used in his tests.
.+
In our engine simulation,we have followed Watson's approacn to describe
_+ the heat release profile. As a starting point, Watson's constants for Engine
A were used to describe our engine. However, at full load and rated speed
conditions, the calculated peak cylinder p_essure and the brake mean effective
-f+ _"
pressure were correspondinglyfound to be 26% and 6.6% higher than test data
_+ uotained at C_ins. In order to calibrate these constants for our engine _,,
design, an iterativeprocedure was followed [I0], where the shape factors Cdl ,
and Cd2 were modified until the calculated cylinder pressure diagram was in
good agreement with the pressure data that we obtained from Cummins (one
.+
pressure trace, at rated load and speed, at a given injectiontiming).
: •
r We concluded that the Engine A values for a, b, c, kI, k2 and k4 were
i__ adequate, while k3 would have to be close to 1.05. These values were used in
_ all our subsequent calculations.
+.-i
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4.3 I_nition Delay Model
The ignition delay period in a diesel engine was defined in section 4.2
• 4
as the time (or crank angle) interval between the start of injection and the
start of combustion. The start of injection is usually taken as the time when !
i
l
the injector neea!e lifts off its seat (determinedfrom a needle lift
indicator). The start of combustion is more difficult to determine. It is
best identified from the change in slope of the heat release rate versus time !
curve ahich occurs at ignition. _
Both physical and chemical processes must take place before the injected
fuel can burn. The physical processes are: the atomization of the liquid
fuel Jet; the vaporizationof the fuel droplets; the mixing of fuel vapor with
air. The chemical processes are the precombustion reactions of the fuel, air,
I
residual-gasmixture which lead to autoignition. These processes are affected
by engine design and operating variables, and fuel characteristics.
Ignition delay data from fundamental experiments in combustion bombs and
{
flow reactors have usually been correlated by equations of the form
-n _
ID = A p exp(S/RT) (4-12)
+, !
_here IP = ignition delay, ms _+
x
E = apparent activation energy for the fuel autoignition process
!
R = universal gas constant
i
p = gas pressure, aim "t
T = gas temperature,Kelvins {
!
and A and n are constants dependent on the fuel and the InJeeti_ and air- I
• flow characteristics. Representative values for A, n and E ape given in Table i
i
2. Additional details can be found in [11]-[13]. iY
t
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TABLE 2
Constants for Arrhenius Equation .
for Ignition Delay [ms]
E/R
Fuel A n Kelvins Ref.
diesel 3.45 1.02 2100 [9]
diesel 53.5 1.23 676.5 [11]
n-cetane 0.872 1.24 4050 [11 ]
n-heptane 0.748 1.44 5270 [11]
diesel 4.05xi0-2 0.757 5470 [12]
diesel 2.43xi0-6 2 20915.3 [13]
kerosene 1.68xi0-5 2 19008.7 [13] -'
cetane 4.04xi0-I0 2 25383 [13]
J
I
t
I
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These correlations have usually been derived from tests in uniform air
environments _here the pressure and temperatureonly chansed due to the
• cooling effect of the fuel vaporization and fuel heatl_ processes. However, d
in a diesel engine, pressure and temperaturechange considerably during the
• delay period due to the compression resulting from piston motion. Another
problem is that the form of these simple correlations is not sufficiently
flexible to allow all the influencingfuel and ermine parameters to be
included in the calculation of the ignition delay.
Hardenberg and Hase [lq] have developed an empirical formula for
predicting the ignition delay in DI e_ines as a function of fuel
characteristics,ermine parameters and ambient conditions. Dent [15] has "_....
shown that this formula can give reasonable agreement with experimental data
over a wide range of engine conditions. However, the pressure and temperature
used in this correlation are identified as the corresponding conditions at top _
deal centre, estimated using a polytropic model for the compressionprocess.
It is felt that such a polytropic model is not appropriate in our simulation
context, where pressures and temperatures can be accurately predicted over the
duration of the ignition delay period. __
We have included two approaches for ignition delay in this simulation: "_
a. The crank a_le at start of combustion can be specified: this often
is useful when it is desired to suppress changes in combustion timing
(which may shift the combustion process relative to its optimum location
in the cycle).4
I
b. The ignition delay period is calculated as the difference between the
[
• time at which combustion occurs (tlgn) and the time at Which injection ,i
starts (tinj). The time tlgn is obtained by Intesratin8 over the
duration of the isnition delay period the reciprocal of the predicted I
I
27 " " _"
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Ign'.tiondelay at each time step until the follow'mE relationship ts
satisfied:
ftign dt
ti N
where the instantaneousestimates of the ignition delay are calculated from an
equation of the form of (4-12), with pressure and temperature taken at their
instantaneousvalues•
4._1 Heat Transfer
,+
The heat transfer mecl_a_fsme in a diesel engine include forced convection
(Qe) from the turbulent flow in the cylinder to the combustion chamber walls,
and radiat:on (qr) from the flame and the burning soot partic]es. The total
heat transfer rate (QW) is therefore given by
(_=Qo + Qr (,-ltl)
_-_
4.4.1 Convective heat transfer _:
The convective heat transfer at the gas-to-cylinderwall interface will +_
depend on the temperature gradient in the boundary layer at the surface.
However, due to the inherent difficulties in calculating the details of
turbulent fluid motion in the combustion chamber during the operating cycle of
the engine, the convective heat transfer rate is usually expressed as
%. h A (Tg- Tw) (4-_5)
where
h = oonve_tive heat tral_Per ooefPiolent
A - surface area
28
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l,
T = bulk meangas temperature
-: g
:t \
-'_. Tw = inside wall surface temperature of cylinder head, piston, or
'_ f
_. liner, as appropriate.
:. ,'he problem is then to devise a method to calculate the convective heat
'i_ " transfercoefficient thatappearsin (4-15).The approachusuallytaken is to
oal:,:la_. _ h from a Nusselt-Reynolds number correlation analogous to that used
| for steady turbulent flow in a pipe [16]-[20], i.e.,
i
• Nu = a Red Pr e (4-16)
where
Nu = hL/A : Nusselt number
Re = VL/v : Reynolds number
Pr = IJCp/A: Prandtl number
L = a characteristic length, J.
Y = a characteristicvelocity
= thermalconductivity t'
I_ = dynamic viscosity
Cp specificheat at constantpressure
and a, d, e are constantsadjustedto fit experimentaldata.
Fortunately,thereis littlevariationin the Prandtlnumberfor alr and
combustionproducts,_hichis usuallycloseto unity. Consequently,we may
drop the Prandtlnumberdependencein equation(4-16)with littleloss In
accuracy,so that
Nu = a Red (4-17)
%.
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I To calculate the convective heat transfer eoeffielent from correlation
il (4-17), instantaneousvalues for the characteristic length and veloelty
;J scales, and the gas transport properties (p, p, and _) are needed. Currently, ,
•. it is not possible to predict these parameters and their spatial and temporal
variation with any accuracy in an internal combustion engine. To overcome
this dlffieulty, representativevalues of the charaeteristlelength andd
velocity scales, and the gas temperature, pressure, and equlvalenee ratio at
: Which the gas properties are to be evaluated are chosen.
L
For our heat transfer model, the characteristiclength scale is taken to
be the maeroseale of turbulence, as defined by equation (_-36). The
characteristicvelocity V is postulated to be an effective velocity due co
contributions from the mean kinetic energy, the turbulent kinetic energy and
piston motion, i.e.
iI 2 1/2
V l [ _,_ "1" U ' 2'i_ (Vp/2) ] ( _"_--18 )
where
U - mean flow velocity, defined by (4-28)
o
u' = turbulent intensity,defined by (4-29)
V - instantaneous piston speedP
While this expression for V is speculative, it is constructed in such a way
I
that increases in any of the three component velocities lead to increases In
the heat transfer rate, Mile at the same time errors due to overestimating
the contribution i_om aw one component are minimized.
Many attempts have been reported to deter_nine the constants a and d,
through curve-fitting experimental results [1 6]-[20]. Susgested values are
a l 0.035 to 0.13 (4-19)
d-O.7 toO.8
3o
.!
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depending on intensity of change motion. The gas density and the transport
prope-tles, _ and _, that appear in correlation (q-IT) are evaluated at the
mean gas temperature, pressure, and equivalence ratio of the cylinder contents
(see Appendix C).
. 4.4.2 Radiative heat transfer
The primary sources of radiative heat transfer in a diesel engine are the
high temperature burned gases and the soot particles which are formed as an
intermediate step in the turbulent diffusion-controlled diesel flame. Because
the particle size distribution, _mber density, and temperature, and flame .
geometry are not well defined in a diesel engine, direct measurements of
radiation on operating e_ines are required.
Estimates of the relative importance of radiation in cooled diesel
engines have varied between a few and 50 percent of the total heat transfer
[17],[18],[21]-[28]. The limited experimental engine radiation measurements
to date are stmm_arizedin Table 3. In general, the radiant heat flux depends
on the location on the combustion chamber surface, crarJ<angle in the
operating cycle, ermine load, engine size, and engine design. At high load,
the measurements suggest that the radiant heat flux is betwseen 25 and 45
percent of the total heat flux. +_
Due to the complexity of the problem, accepted prediction formulas for
radiant heat flux in a diesel engine are not available. Annand [17] has
proposed a radiation term based on the average bulk gas temperature of the
form,
o
8
where kr - empirical radiation constant
A o surface area
1986006694-035
I TABLE 3 ;
.i Relative Importance of Radiant Heat Flux i
f a
• • • • },
%% %% !
Engine Load Range Peak Values Mean Values Ref.
DI, 4 stroke Mid-Full 9-15 10-30 [21]
DI, 2 stroke Full 35-45 [23]
Preehamber Idle-Full 7-23 [24]
DI, swirl Light-Full 0-40 [25]
DI, swirl 80%-Full 12-18 [26]
4 stroke
, DI, swirl Light-Full 70-13 21-14 [27]
4 stroke [28]
32
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t
Tg average bulk gas temperature
Tw = inside wall surface temperature of cylinder head, piston or liner,
as appropriate.
D_rir_ the intake, compressionand exhaust processes, the radiative heat flux
is taken to be zero. Durin8 combustion, Annand and Ha r183 suggested that
kr 1 Cr O (4-21)
where o is the Stephan-Boltzmann constant (56.7x10 -12 kW/m2K4), and Cr is an
adjustable calibrating constant with values in the range of 0.6-3.1, depending
on the engine speed and load. Note that since the temperatureused is the
averaEe bulk temperatureand not the flame temperature, C is not anr
emissivity. Limlced evaluation of this approach has shown that C = 0.6 gave
r
approximately correct radiant flux magnitude for one ensine but was too low
for another [21], while C = 1.6 gave radiant heat fluxes higher than
r
experimental data [22]. Flynn et al [28] have measured the instantaneous
radiant heat transfer in a direet-lnjectiondiesel engine under a wide range
of engine operating conditions. A monoehromator was used to measure intensity
of radiation at seven wavelengths. By assdmlng a monochromatic emissivity law
consistent with observed radiation from very shall particles [29] and
'.nt_-_ratingover all wavelenghts, Flynn et al. obtained an apparent radiant
temperature,an apparent grey-body emissivity,and a total radiant heat
transfer rate at each crank angle during the cycle. The results of Flynn's
work indicate that the apparent radiant temperature is much higher than the
average bulk gas temperature. In fact, during the time of peak heat release,
o
the apparent raalant temperature was found to be very close to the flame
temperature. Furthermore, during the period of maximum radiation, the
apparent emissivity was 0.8 to 0.9, and it dropped almost linearly to zero by
the end of the combustion process.
33
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In the light of Flynn's results, and due to the absence of any real
fundamental basis or experimental support for Annand's model, an alternative
radiation model was developed for the present work. The instantaneous radiant
heat flux is expressed as • •
Qr " eaOA(Tr4 - Tw4) (4-22) .
gnere ¢ - apparent grey-body emissivity
a
o - Stephan-Boltzmann eonstant
A - surface area
T - apparent radiant temperature
r
Flynn's data suggest that the apparent radiant temperature is close to
the adiabatic flame temperature during the period of peak heat release. The
adiabatic flame temperature can be modeled as the temperature of slightly
greater than stolchiometrie zones of hydrocarbon-air combustion products,
i.e., T($ - 1.1). However, as combustion progresses and relatively fewer
elose-to-stolehiometrie fuel-air zones are found in the cylinder, this
adiabatic flame temperature becc_es considerably higher than Flynn's apparent
radiant temperature [28]. A better estimate (in reasonable agreement with the
data) of the apparent radiant temperature was found to be the mean of the
/
adiabatic flame temperature and the average bulk gas temperature, i.e.
T +T($- 1.1)
Tr - -g' (4-23): 2
• The temperature oi' combustion products at an equivalence ratio of 1.1,
': T(_ = I.I), is computedas a functionof the instantaneousair temperatureand
_m
•i pressurefrom a correlationobtainedby applyinga least-squarescurve-fitting
J
techniqueto resultso£ the NASA equilibriumpr_ram [30],for constant +
pressurehydrocarbon-aircombustion. Satisfactoryaccuracy(lessthan 1_+i
error)_ms obtainedby consideringtwo adjacentair temperatureranges,i.e.:
34
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, O.003233p2)
_ r(¢ = 1.1) = [1 + 0.0002317(Tai r - 950)] x (2726.3 + 0.9306p -
t
for 800 K < Tai r < 1200 K (4-24) 4
i T(¢ = 1.1) = [I + 0.0002q9 (Ta._ - 65o)]x (2497.3+ 4.7521p - 0.11065p2 + '
" i
+ 0.000898p3) 1
I
I for 450 K < TaIr < 800 K. (4-25) .
The instantaneous air temperature,Tair, is calculated assuming adiabatic
compression of the air from the condition at the start of combustion
(subscript ign), i.e.
ign(p/plgn) (_-1)/YTair = Tair, (4-26) :
where _ is the ratio of specific heats for air at the instantaneous
tee_)eratureand pressure, i
The apparent emiss'vity is assumed to vary linearly between its maximum i'
;I value (taken as 0.9) and zero over the duration of the combustion process,
i.e. 2:
t-t _. ,
......__6n) _.:Ca(t) = 0.9(1 t - t (4-27)
evo
_here t is the t'_meWhen the exhaust valve opens.
evo
4.5 Turbulent Flow Model
• I
The heat transfer model of the cycle simulation requires estimates of the i
!
I
characteristicveloelty and length scales. To estimate these scales in a way .,
• 1
_ich incorporatesthe key physical mechanisms arfectlng charge motion in the j
:ylinder, a turbulent flow model is used. This model is a variation of the {
i
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]*_ models used by Hansourl et al [31], Poulos and Heywood [32] '.n prev',ous engine
_,'t ,lmulat ion work.
2 '
.I The turbulence model eon_'.stso£ a zero-d'men_Ionalenergy eakseade. Mean •
'i
,'i flow kinetle energy, K, is supplied to the eylinder through the valves. Mean
J klnet!e energy, K is eonverted to turbulent klnetie energy, k, through a
-I
j turbulentdissipation process. Turbulent kinetic energy is converted to heat
through v/seous dissipation. When mass £1ows out o£ the cylinder, '.tearrles
with it both mean and turbulent kinetic energy. Figure 3 illustratesthe
!
energy oaseade model.
At any time during the eye]e, the mean £1ow veloeity, U, and the
turbulent intensity, ,_',are round £rom knowledge o£ the mean and turbulent
klnetie energies, K and k, respeetlvely. Thus, the following equations apply:
I U2K - _,m (q-_)
, k - }'.m u'2 (_#__)
where the £aetor 3 in equation.(t!-29)eoe'_e,)£rom assuming that the small scale
turbulence is isotraple (and aeeountlng £or all three orthogonal £1uetuatlng
veloelty components).
The time rate o£ change or the mean kinetic energy, K Is given by
m
dK 1 _lVi2_ r _ X _ (_#-30)
Similarly, the rate of change o£ the _._bulent kinetic energy, k, is
P
m
d'_t,, P - I_ - k _'_+A (q-31)
wlth c - _ - z ("-_) '
•... WIW4P ""
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cyli'nder
K
K ii _ k
k- = heat
K k
Fig. 3: Energy cascade model
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.,I
where m - mass In the cylinder
L
mi- mass flow rate Into the cylinder
m = maSS flow rate out of the cylinder
e
ii -
_ Vi= Jet velocity into the cylinder {
P = rate of turbulent kinetic energy production
Y i
e = rate of turbulent kinetic energy dissipation per unit mass
f
A - rate of turbulent kinetic energy amplification due to rapid
distortion
= characteristicsize of large-scale eddies
In equations {':-30)and (4-31), the production term P has to be defined in
terms of flow and geometrical parameters of the chamber. However, since the ,
+ above model does not predict spatially resolved flow parameters, P must be
estimated from mean flow quantities only. _
Assuming that turbulence production In the engine cylinder is similar to I_
!
turbulence production in a boundary layer over a flat plate [33], we can
expressP as _.
2 _-"(_u,
P - ut _J (4-33)
wh_re ut = C k2,'tlm_)is turbulent viscosity, and C - 0.09 is a universal
co atant. Again, as the velocity field In the cylinder is not known, the
velocity gradient (_Ul_y) is approximated as
$
_U'2 cB(U)2 (4-34)(_ -
where C_ is an adjustable constant and L is a geometric length scale, i
38 ,_
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Using equat._ons (tt-33), (4-34), (4-28) and (4-32), we can express P as
3/2 112
P= 2(2_) C c,(K_)(_) ("-35)
.- g L
Furthermore, the characteristic size of the la_e-scale eddies, £, and the
• representativegeometric length scale, L will be both identified with the
maeroscale of turbulence,assumed to be given by
= L = V/(_B2/4) (4-36a)
Where V is the instantaneous volume of the combustion chamber and B is the
cylinder bore, subject to the restriction that
L _ BI2 (4-36b)
Hence, equation (4-35) can be re-written as
k 112KP
= 0.3307 CB(_)(_) (4-37)
During the compression and the combustion processes, the turbulent
kit.tic energy decays due to viscous dissipation. At the same time the
turbulent kinetic energy is amplified due to the rapid distortion that the
cylinder charge undergoes with rising cylinder pressures. Consequently, an
amplification term, A, was added to equation (q-31) to account for this
effect. The amplification ter_,will be larger during combustion When the
unburned gas is assumed to be compressed by the flame at a sufficientlyhigh
rate. However, in the diesel engine center of high compressionratios, the
amplification term is included durinE compression, too.
Using equation (4-29), the rate of turbulencp amplification due to rapid
distortion can be expressed as
A-3mu' du'
39
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_J
where the rate of change of the turbulent intensity du'/dt can be estimated
assuming that conservation of mass and angular momentum can be applied to the
large sca/ eddies during the rapid distortion period.
Under these assumptions, conservationof mass for a single eddy of volume
:' VL requires that
0 gL _ po VLo (4-39)
. Where p is the mean gas density and subscript o refers to the conditions at
the start of compression. Then, since
VL - L3 (4-40)
• Where L is the macroscale of turbulence, we can re-write (4-39) as
t
; 113
L Pc) (4-41)
; o
¢
Conservation of eddy angular momentum requires that
Y% ,
_ U L = U L (4-42_
(o _00
where U is the characteristicvelocity due to eddy vorticity. _
Combining (4-41) and (4-42) with the assumption that !_._
U - U' (4-43) i
-: W
_i the followingrelation is obtained for the evolution of the turbulent !
[
,i intensity during the rapid compression period !
'_ _u' 113
_'_ U'o"(_;) (4-44)
Differentiating both sides or equation (4-44) and re-arranging we get - I
_d_u'_u_'d_ (4-45)
dt 3p dt
40
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Hence,combiningequations(q-B) and (q-45),the rate of turbulence
amplificationis givenby
A = mu-'-2d-£ (4=_6)
p dt
" or, introducing (_-29),
A. k (4-4Z)
with p givenfromequation(3-15).
4.6 Engine FrictionModel
To convertindicatedengineperformancequantitiesto brakeengine
performancequantities,enginefrictionestimatesare required. However,the
measurementand analysisof enginefrictionallossesare yet to be
satisfactorilyresolved. This is primarilydue to the inherentproblemof
direct,accuratemeasurementof theselossesunderactualPunningconditions.
This problemoccursbecausethe totalloss is a summationof lossesarising
from the operationof the many componentsof the engine,and thesecomponents
responddifferentlyto changesin pressure,temperatureand speed.
Directmotoringof an engineis the commonmethodof measuringlosses,
but clearlythe motoringlossesare not the sameas the lossesunderfiring
; conditions.Some of the reasonsare the lowerpressureactingon pistonrings
and bearings,the lower temperaturesof the pistonand cylinderbore surfaces
• and thus thegreateroil viscosity,the greaterrunningclearanceof the
piston,and the missir_exhaustblowdownperiod.
• Nevertheless,a breakdown analysisof motoringlossessupplementedby
experimentson pistonand ring frictionrigs can be used to identifythe
41
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d
,"+' relative i_rt_ce of the many components or the total friction _d their
_.+
_-, response to ehanEes in design variables. In general, the e_,ponents of the
+'. losses expressed in terms of mean effective pressure, mop, tend to fail into
+_ three groups:
'.' (i) Losses due to boundary lubrication,_here the friction forces are
+! approximately invarientwith speed. These losses are undoubtedly
.' influencedby the compression ratio.
(ii) Losses associated with hydrodynamicallylubricated surfaces tn
relative motion, which vary directly with speed. All meJot rotatln8
parts fall into this group.
(iii) Losses associated with fluid (air, water and oil) pumpinE, _hioh :_
vary as the square of the speed.
Therefore, the motoring losses can be expressed in the form
F = A + BN + CN2 (q-48)
I
_t_ere F are the losses in mop, N is engine speed, and A, B and C are t +'"
J
constants.
Millingt_n and Hartles [34] have measured motoring losses on a large
variety of automotive diesel engines during the course of developmentof "_"
prototype engines. Their work suggests a readjustment of equation (4-48) _L_
coupled with suitable selection of the constants as follows:
2N V
F = A + 7.0 [500 + 1.5 (_) ("-"9)
_ere F u motoring mep, psi
t
A = compression ratio minus 4 for a DI diesel
N = engine speed, RPM
V = mean piston speed, t%/min
42 '_=
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Equation (_-q9) represents a soundempirical correlation of the motoring loss
data obtained t_om diesel ensines. It is used to obtain brake quantities from
the indicated quantities computed in the engine simulation.
|
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t 5. MODELING OF OTHER SYSTEM COMPONENTS
5.] TurbomachineryModeling
L
,j
: Steady-state performancemaps give the interrelationshipsamong mass flow
rate, efficiency, pressure ratio and rotor speed for each of the three
turbomachinerycomponents: turbocharger compressor, turbocharger turbine and
power turbine. The map variablesof mass flow rate, mmap, and rotor speed,
_map' are corrected by factors relating actual inlet conditions
to standard
conditions. The speed correction factor involves inlet temperature, and the
mass flow rate correction factor involves inlet temperatureand pressure, so
: that
/Tin ) I/2, _Omap = _actual(Tstd (5-I)
i
(T in/Tstd) 1/2m = mactual(Pstd/Pin) (5-2)
, maP
! _here the subscripts in and std refer to actual inlet and map standard inlet
conditions,respectively.
The turbomachinerymaps, usually obtained in graphical form, are entered
into the simulation in tabular form, i.e. as a one-dimensionalarray of rotor
speeds, ranked in ascending order; and a three-dimensionalarray of the
Q
remaining map variables, arranged as follows: for each of the speeds stored in
the speed array, a uniform number of data points is recorded, each consisting
of the values of mass flow, efficiency and pressure ratio at that point. The
data points for each speed curve for each map are ranked in ascending order of
pressure ratio. Note that for the compressor map this implies entering data
I
in descending order of mass flow.
At a particular step in the cycle simulation, the table:_need to be
interpolatedto find the necessary information. Appropriate routines were
44
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developed bo interpolatethe performance maps of the various turbomacnzrmu=
components. In general, these routines perform two-dimensionalInterpolation
to calculate two unknown map variables from two known variables. Speed is 4
always one of the two known variables and efficiency is one of the two unknown f
variables. Then, either mass flow rate is known and pressure ratio unknown, i
or vice-versa, dependinE on the turbomachinerycomponent and the system
configuration.
The method of map interpolation,as applied tor example to the compressor
!
map, is the following. Given a corrected speed, a search of the compressor
speed array is performed, from the lowest value (i.e. the first array element)
until a speed 8reater than the input speed is found. Using that 8reater speed
and the speed just previous to that (the lesser speed), a speed interpolation
i
parameter is calculated. This speed Interpolationparameter is used to
calculate values of pressure ratio at the input speed, until a pressure ratio
Ereater than the input pressure ratio is found. This pressure ratio search, .
from low to hiEh, will thus define a pressure ratio interpolationparameter.
Then, using the speed and pressure ratio interpolationparameter, a two-
dimensional linear interpolation is performed to calculate the mass flow and
efficiency th_.tcorrespond to the input values of speed and pressure ratio. _./
Certain Important physical constraints must be considered in modeling
turbomachinerycomponent performance:
(a) Compressor SurEe Line: When the mass flow rate through a compressor
is reduced while maintaininga constant pressure ratio, e point arises at
which local flow reversal occurs in the boundary layers. This will
relieve the adverse pressure 8radient until a new flow resime at a lower
_D
pressure ratio is established. Then, the flow will build up to the
initial conditions, and thus flow instabilitywill continue at a fixed
45
•' t 2,
!. frequency. This phenomenon is called surge. Clearly, a compressor
-. should not operate in the Iow-efficlency, unstable region, to the left of i
the surge line. _,
_ (b) Turbine Choking Characteris___tic__s:The mass flow r_nEe of a radial
,. turbine, such as the turbocharger and the turboeompounded turbines, is
limited by choking at high pressure ratios. The choking characteristics
"%
of the turbine are speed dependent. This effect |q caused due to the 1
centrifugal field created by the speed of the rotor. ,
To avoid any potential problems associated with the above constraints, certain
provisions have been incorporated in the logic of the turbomachinery
interpolat ion rout ines: -,:-_."
i_ (i) Since the pressure ratio versus turboeharEer speed line i3 fairly
flat close to the compressor surge limit, small changes in pressure catio -:
--I can result in disproportionately large changes in o_tput mass flow rate _ _,
values. In order to avoid any oscillations in the system convergence j
"i procedure which could result in a substantial increase in computational I ,
time, the pressure ratio versus mass flow rate curves are modeled as [t_
single-valued, with a small, non-zero, slope close to the surge line.
(ii) During the turboeharger matching calculation, the rotor speed at
w-
some instant could become too low for the required boost pressure ratio.
This means that the mass flow would have to be to the left of the .<,rge
!
boundary. Under these circtm_tanoes, the speed of the rotor is increased
until an acceptable mass flow solution at the given input pressure ratio
e
;, is obtained.
L._
(iii) During the course of the simulation iterations, certain engine
"i operating conditions could correspond to points that lie beyond the I
normal opePating Pegime of the turbomaohinery maps. Then, lineaP
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Jextrapolation is performed to extend the range of the map
,, characteristics• This extrapolation is subject to certain cheeks, so
that the map regimes are not extended belond the turbine choking
/" I
i characteristicsor to the left of the compressor surge line.
• Furthermore, if the final converged solution for the engine-turbocharger
mat_.hing well bey nd the normal map regime , the turbomachineryused
I is not appropriate for the given engine design and operating conditions.
- The calculation should be repeated with more suitable turbomachinery
i
components (different machine sizes, or higher component efficiencies).
5.2 Turboetarger=Dynamics
The rate of change of the mechanical energy of the turboeharger rotor.,
Et/c, depends on the difference between the power required to drive the
compressor (negative),a.J the power delivered by the turbocharger turbine
(positire):
$ • •
Et/o = Weompressor + Wturbine (5-3)
The change in mechanical energy relates to the change in rotor speed according
to the turbochargerdynamics, i.e.,
B_ (5 If)Et/o " J_ +
where
J - rotational inertiaof turbooharger
i
B - rotational damping of turbocharger
w = angular veloelty
0
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7'aecompres3or and the turbine powers can he expressed as:
• 4
Wc,z_l_ressor= mc(hI- h_) (5-5) L
Wturbine = mt(h8- h9) _5-6)
Solving for the change Ln speed _ gives:
- {(mc(hI - h2) + mt(h8 - h9) - B_2}/J_ (5-7)
Note that the enthalpy changes across the compressor and turbine can be
calculated assuming compressible flow across the two turbomachines, i.e.,
R/c
hl P2 P
(h_-h2) - no[(_) -_] (5-8) J
. RIc
_' P8 P
. (h8-h9)- nt.Br(_) -_] _-9) i
', r
5.3 Turbochar_er Matchln_ Procedure
The simulation code is set up to analyze two different system
configurations: i) a single-stage turbochargeddiesel system and, ii) a _
turb_harged turbocompoundeddiesel system. Suitable turbocharger matching
[
procedures have been developed for each case. These are summarized below, i
L
_, 5.3.1 Single-stage turbooharged ease
. The system configuration for this case is shown in Fig. 4. At a given
instant, the values of the variables describing the state of the various
system components are known (from the integrationof the system governingi
equations over the previous time step). These include the intakeand exhaust
manifold pressures and the turbocharger rotor speed. Additionally, the
J
_, 48 ,o,
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iFig 4: Single-stage turbocharged system configuration. !• f
I
• i
I
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compressorinlet pressure and the turbine exhaust pressure are fixed, i.e.,
atmosphericpressure less irtakeair filter pre._ure drop and atmospheric
pressure plus muffler pressure drop, respectively. By relating the compressor . •
discharge pressure _o the intakemanifold pressure and the turbine irilet
pressure to the exhaust manifold pressure, through suitable pressure drops,
the pressure ratio across each turbomachine is determined. Hence, the
compressor and turbine maps can be entered using the calculated pressure
ratios and the rotor speed (same for both turbomachines)as inputs. The
output of the map interpolation rou_.Inesdetermines the mass flow rate and
efficiency for each eo_onent for the next time step. From these, the power
required to drive the compressor, and the power delivered by the turbine are
de_ermined. Any excess power will result in a chanj_ein the rotor soeed
according to b:e turbocharHerdynamics, i.e., Eq. (5-4). Finally, the values
of the other stale variables for the next time step will be determined from
solution of the _ss and enerEy conservation equations, _here the compressor
and turbine mass fluxes are taken from the output of the turbom_ehinery
interpolationroutines.
5.3.2 TurboehaJ-ged turboc_pounded case
This case is relatively more complicated. For this system configuration, _ 'i"
shown in Fig. I, the intake side, and hence the compressor map treatment is
: identicalto the slngle-stage turbocharged case. However, on the exhaust
side, although the available pressure ratio can be defined as for the
turbochargedcase, the division of the pressure rntio between the two turbines
' i
is not known a priori. This calculation requires a special Iterative i
I
!
procedure, based on continuity or mass flow through the exhaust system. At , ]
t
each time step, the calculation is started by assuming a .ass flow going I/
_J_oush the first turbine (taken as the value at the previous time step).
50 _'
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<; i Then, the turboeharger turbine interpolationroutine ts e_tere_Jwith the mass
_I' flow rate and rotor speed as inputs. From the turbine .r.res_ureratio returned
by the routine, and the known exhaust manifold pressure, the first turbine
._ exit pressur- _.sdetermined. The latter, and the system exit pressure
(atmosphericplus muffler pressure drop) specify the pressure ratio across$
the power turbine. Then, the power turbine map can be.interpolatedwlth the
i pressure ratio and s_aft speed(gear ratio times reciprocator speed) as input,
- thus deflning the mass flow throuEh the power turbine. An updated estimate of .
the mass flow through the first turbine can be then calculated based on the
previous estimate and the power turbine mass flow. The scheme used Involves
under-relaxatlonto increase the stability and efficiency of the matching
procedure. For a converged solution, the mass flow throuEh the turboeharger
turbine (plus flow through the wasteg_ate,if _4oprg)riate)must e4qualthe flow
through the power turbine. Once the turboeharger turbine flow and efficiency I
are established, the system state variables for the next time step._.anbe I•
determined following the same procedure as for the slngle-stage turbocharged
m t
case. i,_
,_- (
5._ IntercoolerModel
The _ tercooler, situated between the compressor disebarEe and the intake
manifold, serves to increase the density of the charge air by lowe-lr@ its
temperature. The IntePcooler is modelled as a heat exchanger of fixed area,
i
over-all heat-tranfer _"Iclent and e_ling flow rate. _ oh#_nEein oharge
_ir temperat,4re is de... ,_ ..ned from the non-dlmenslonal heat exehan_e_ ]
|
effe_tlveness, ¢,
(Th1" The)
..
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1 where the subscripts h and c refer to the charge air flow (hot) and the
i coolant flow {cold) respectively; 1 and 2 refer to inlet and exit conditions;
i and
_I Thl = compressor discharge temperature
Th2 = interooolerdischarge temperature ' I
,!
Tel = coolant inlet temperature (assumed to be fixed).
I
The heat exchanger effectivenes_ _s either known as a design parameter,
or can be derived from graphical correlations that are available for the
various typical heat exchanger configurations[35]. From the latter, e can be
determined as a function of the _apacity rate ratio, Cmin/Cnax, and the number
of heat transfer units, NA, _here Cmin and Cmax are respectively the smaller
and larger of the products of charge air and coolant flow rates with their
respective specific heats, and
:,1 NA = Ag/Cmin
where A - heat exchange surface area (fixed)
U = over-all heat transfer coefficientbased on A.
]
j _ssuminE that Cmax is much larger than Cain, the expression for effectiveness!
I reduces to the following simple form:
¢ = 1 - exp(-N A) (5-11)
5.5 Exhaust Manifold Model
_I In most engine simulation pr_rams of this type, the exhaust manifold is
treated as a global open system [6]. A simple plenum is used with the exhaust i
Eases from each c.]linderflowing into the system and mixing with the all of
the Eases in the manifold. This approach has three primary disadvantages.
First, the exhaust gases from a given cylinder are diluted by the Eases in the
52
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manifoldin a manner that is not representativeof a real manifold, where
individual runners keep the gases from different cylinders separated during
i
much of the flow path between the exhaust valve and the turbine. This
v l
dilution decreases substantially the gas temperatureoscillations that occur
!
in the manifold and at the turbine inlet.
{
The second disadvantage of a common plenum model is that it is not .*
{
possible to follow the change in gas temperatureas the Eases flow through the
I
exhaust manifold, mix with the Eases in each section, and lose heat to the }
surroundings. With a common control volume, only one temperature is used to :-
represent the temperatureof the Eases in the exhaust manifold. &gain, this ,
is not a good representationof'a real exhaust manifold where the gas
temperature varies alone the length of the path between the exhaust valve and
i
the turbine inlet.
The third disadvantagewith a single control volume is that it is
impossible to match the approximatevolume, the inside surface area, and the ....
i
cross-sectionalarea of a real manifold with only one set of dimensions for
the model. The approximate volume is important for the accurate determination
for the exhaust manifold pressure which in turn is an important factor in _ :
determining the turboehargerperformance. The cross-sectional area and inside
surface area are important for determining the temperatureof the Eases at the
inlet to the turbocharger. With the single control volume approach, one i_
forced to compromise one or more of these geometric factors when specifying
the dimensions of the manifold to be used for the simulation.
I
q To avoid these disadvantages with a single plenum model, the p_haust I
manifold is divided into a series of conneoted open systems. The manifold is l{
• {
considered to be a composite of ports, runners, and a common plenum section. I
f
Th_ port section is taken to be the volume contained within the head of the I
53 {
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enEine. The runner represents the section of the manifold outside the head
_here the Eases from one cylinder flow without mixinE with the Eases from any
other cylinder. The plenum is defined as the volume where the Eases from each
i of the engine cylinders, ports and runners are mixed before entering the
turbine. A fourth system is also followed durinE the simulation that is
a
composed of the runner from each cylinder and the plenum. This system has the
properties that represent the average properties o£ the separate sub-systems,
and it is used to determine the change in pressure in the manifold based on
the overall mass balance.
As is done with the engine cylinders, the simulation only calculates the
properties of the ports and runners for one master port and one representative
master runner. The master port and runner informationnecessary to include
7 i
_I the other cylinders in the engine calculation is stored in high-speed memory r
[i and is retrieved with the appropriate phase shift to determine what was
l oeourrinE in other ports and runners at any given time durinE the cycle.
l
5.6 Manifold Conservation Ec_Jations
The general manifold open s)/stemmodel is shown in FiE. 5. The
differential equations for the change in total mass and fuel fraction for the
manifold come directly from the continuity relations derived earlier in
Section 3.1, i.e.,
1986006694-058
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1
4 Fig. 5: General manifold open system.
i
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where the subscript m refers to the intake manifold, or exhaust manifold I
{section, and the subscript j refers to the j-th mass flow that enters or
leaves the system of interest. .
The mass flows entering and leaving the intakemanifold include the I
compressormass flow (entering) which is found from the compressor map; and o
the engine intakemass flow (leaving or entering) which is found from the
reciprocatormodel. The mass flows entering and leaving the exhaust manifold
as a whole include the turbine mass flow (leaving)Which is found from the
tuVooehargerturbine map; the e_ine exhaust mass flow (entering or leaving)
Which is found from the reciprocator model; and the wastegate mass flow
(leaving).
The differential equation for the change in intakemanifold temperature
is derived from the generalized temperatureequation applied to an open
system, i.e.,
"! •
i " " 1 " "
-I Tm= _'[(_)mlm (B- h) - C,m +mm (XJmjhj - Q)] (5-14)
-!
;_ where A, B, and C are defined in Eqs. (3-27), (3-24_ and (3-28), and are
' I •
_ r calculated by the thermodynamic property routines; Q is heat transfer rate to _
t • •
'_, the manifold walls; and _ i8 related to F and F by Eq. (3-8). _...'
'_I The differential equation for the change in intake manifold pressuce is _ ,
i_i derived from the generalizedpressure equation applied to an open system, i.e:
" t __e._ [. I ae 1 ae ] (5-15)P= = ap/ap p aT + ( ) p a4_ *m
ii where the density derivatives are calculated by the thermodynamic propertyroutines. " I
4
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t_/ The exhaust manifold is broken down into a series of connected open
-_ systems that are contained within the overall manifold system (see section
5.5). For these sub-systems, the pressure derivative is determined by applying
I
!!i the conservation equations (5-12) to (5-15) to the exhaust manifoldas a
whole. The exhaust ports are considered outside of the overall exhaust
e
manifold con[rol volume. However, the pressure derivative for the exhaust
!iI ports is set equal to that for the exhaust manifold as a whole.
The rate of change of mass within each of these sub-systems can be
obtained by rearranging equation (5-15) as follows:
7
• mi=vi( Pi
_T Ti  _@i) (5-I6)
,=
where the subscript i refers to the different sub-systemsof the exhaust
_ manifold. The rate of change of temperature and composition of each section
are calculated from equations (5-14) and (5-13), respectively.
I' The mass flow between sections of the exhaust manifold is determined by
':I the mass flow through the exhaust valve (see section 4.1) and the rate of mass
i
"f storage within any sections upstream of the section in question due to c]zanges
! in t&e properties of those sections. For instance, the mass flow out of the "_
port section and into the runner section is found by subtracting the change in r_..
mass in the port as found by equation (5-]6) from the mass flow through the
exhaust valve.
5.7 Manifold Heat Transfer
,|
With the incorporationof an intercooler, heat transfer from the intake
manifold to the environmentbecomes small enough to be neglected. Heat
m
transfer from the exhaust manifold, however, is significant. Heat transfer
frnm the gas in the exhaust manifold to the environment involves a combination
1986006694-061
ilof forced convective heat transfer from the gas to the inside wails,conduction from the inside walls to the outside wails and to the water jacket,and natural (and probably forced) convection from the outer surfaces to the
71:I env Ironment.
i! To determine the heat transfer in the exhaust manifold, each section is
I
considered separately. Within each section, the gas temperature, the heat
:.. transfer coefficient, and the inside wall surface temperature are assumed to
{
t
_ be uniform. Both the gas temperature and heat transfer coefficient are
allowed to vary with time while the inside wall surface temperature is taken /
as constant with time. The inside wall surface temperature can be either
specified as an input, or calculated from a specification of the component
.,}
{ wall structure, in the manner' described in sections 6.2.2 and 6.2.3.
I
_j 5.7.1 Pert heat transfer I
j The heat transfer in the exhaust port is highly unsteady. As the exhaust - "
i_ valve first comes a high velocity Jet of high temperature Eases sets upopen,
_ recirculation zones in the port [36] that result in a high heat transfer -_
coefficient. When the exhaust valve is fully open, the flow resembles
turbulentpipe flow and the heat transfer coefficient Is diminished. Then, as _,
the exhaust valve is going closed, there is another period When a narrow Jet
of gases enhances the heat transfer by setting up a recirculation zone. The _.-
valve open period is followed by a much longer period with very low mass flow
and a correspondingly low heat transfer coefficient.
In order to quantify the heat transfer in the exhaust port, the results
of Caton [37] are applied. Based on fine wire temperaturemeasurements of the •
i
I port gas temperature In a spark ignition engine, Caton _rived at the
{
following correlations for the heat transfer during different phases of the
exhaust valve opaninE:
Valve opening phase ( I/D ( 0.2 ):
}
4
0.6 (5-17)Nu - 0.4 Rei
d
Valve open phase ( I/D > 0.2 ):
Nu = 0.023 CRCEEReO'8prO'4 (5-18)
m
Valve closing phase ( 1/D < 0.2):
Nu = 0.5 Rej0"5 (5-19)
V_Ive closed:
Nu : 0.023 ReO'Spr0"4 (5-20)
where Nu : Nusselt number
Pr = Prandtl number
V._
Rej = - -: Jet Reynolds number
VD
Re - -_: Pipe Reynolds number, based on cycle-averagedmass
flow
Vj = Velocity of flow through exhaust valve
V - Pipe flow velocity _..
_. - Valve lift _:
D - Valve diameter
i
,) - Dynamic v_scosity for flow i
CR - Correction factor for surface roughness
CEE - Correction factor for entrance effects
Some modifications were made to these results for the present study. A
, correction factor was added ';othe correlation for the valve open phase to
account for the sharp bend for an exhaust port. This factor is the correction
59
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iI for bent pipes dis_ssed in section 5.7.2. Also, during the period when the
]' valve is closed, the mass flow is based on the instantaneousmass flow between
J
J
-, sections instead of on the average flow over the complete cycle, as was done ,
w
by Catch. For a turbochargedengine, this flow is not zero, in general,
!
, because gas flow is induced in inactive sections of the exhaust manifold by
i
the pressure pulsations produced when other cylinders exhaust.
5.7.2 Exhaust manifold
Turbulent pipe flow correlations are usually applied to the exhaust
manifold heat transfer. For fully developed pipe flow in a straight pipe with
large temperaturegradients, the heat transfer coefficient can be derived from
the followingexperimental correlation that relates Nusselt, Reynolds and
Prandtl numbers [35]:
Nu - 0.023 ReO'SprO'3 (5-21)
In the exhaust manifold of an engine, not all of the qualifying conditions for
this equation apply. Most significantly,the flow is not fully developed, due
to the short length of the pipe, and the pipe is not straight. To correct for
these differences, two correction factors are introduced,based on empirical
results of studies of the effects of entrance length and pipe bends on pipes.
The correction factor for entrance effects is based on the work of
Boelter, Young, and Iversen [38]. They conducted experimentalwork on the
variation of the heat transfer coefficient along the length of a tube starting
at the inlet of the tube. Fitting a curve to the experimental results for a
tube with an elbow at the entrance, yields the following equation for the •
local heat transfer coefficient:
-0.3
Nux x
c_E._. 2.2(6) (5-22)
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calid for 3 < x/D < 14
•#here x - entrance length
Nu - local Nusselt number •
x
W
Nu® = Nusselt number for fully developed flow.
• In order to find the average correction factor for a section, equation (5-22)
is integrated over"the section and divided by the length of the section,
leading to
CEE 3.1 D0"3 (L2)0"7- (LI)0"7
..... ..... (5-23)
where D - diameter -_fthe section
LI - distance f-orethe exhaust valve to the inlet or the section
L2 = distance from the exhaust valve to the outlet of the section
T_lecorrection factor for bent pipe is based on the work of Seban and
McLaug_lln [39] and Rogers _nd Mayhew ;0]. Tney found that the appropriate
correction factor for bent pipe is:
0.1
NuS r
CBp - _ui_l_ _ (_1 Re0"05 (5-24)
where r - Pipe radius
R - Bend radt,Js
NUBp - Nusselt number for the bent pipe
NuS - Nusselt numbe- for a straight pipe.
# The Nusselt number for the bent pipe is the average of the heat transfer
coefficient around the circumference of the pipe.
° Combining the formula for fully developed straight pipe flow with the
correction factors for entrance effects and for pipe bends gives the
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correlation used for the heat transfer coefficient for sections of the pipe
_, downstream of the port section, and for the exhaust port during the periods
,S
_ _hen the exhaust valve is fully open or closed: (
_, O.Sp0.3
Nu = 0.023 CEECBpRe r (5-25)
, 5.7.3 Connectln_ pipe between the turbines
The heat transfer for the connecting pipe between the turbochargerand
the power turbines is treated in the same.way as for the exhaust manifold.
The heat transfer coefficient is based on turbulent pipe flow using equation
' (5-25). The overall heat transfer coefficient and the insi_e wall surface
! temperatureare calculated in the manner described in see ,_g 6.2.2 and
,Jl 6.2.3. "
- ,|
,-I
i 5.8 Pressure Losses --v-
5.8.1 General
Pressure loss terms have been included at five locations in the overall
system model. These are:
between exhaust [rlanit'oldand turbine inlet,
between turbine outlet and power turoine inlet,
between power turbine outlet and atmosphere.
Each of these pressure drops is calculated using the corresponding friction
factors and fYlction coefficients for the geometry of each passage. For f
strai_ht-sections:
= 4f(L/D) (pV2/2) (5-26)
_ere L = length of passage
s
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!_!l 5D = dia._ter of passage
%-I P = bulR dens tty
,j a_V = averse velocity
• f - friction factor, which is correlated by (5-17) for the surface !
roughness and range of Reynolds numbers to be encountered, i
Note that
0.046/(Re)0.2f = (5-Z/)
with Re - pVD/u
For bends, enlargements, contractions, ere:
AP - KfpV2/2 (5-28)
where Kf = friction coefficient for a particular passage geometry. Values
of Kf for typical geometries are commonly available [35].
/
5.8.2 Exhaust manifold and turbine connecting pipe
The pressure drop for the exhaust manifold of a 6 cylinder diesel engine
was found by Prtmus [41] to be a factor of 10 to 15 times hlgher than the , _
i
pressure drop calculated based on equations (5-26) and (5-2?) alone. This
increase,in flow losses is apparently due to the complex shape of the r _nlfold ,
g
and the interactionof the flow with the open passaEeways from other
cylinders. For this reason, equation (5-28) i._ used for the calculationof
the exf_ust manifold pressure drop with Kf left as an input parameter ('orthe
user to specify. Prlmus found that values of 2 to 3.5 were appropriate ('or
a
his test manifold. Different values may be used for manifolds of different
designs. A similar user option to input Kf for the connectinE pipe between i
• the turbine is also included in the code. !
!
t
.
[
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" 6. WALL CONDUCTION MODELS
6.1 Introductlon
As described in sections 4.4 and 5.7, the heat transfer rates from the
gas to the walls of the various system co_onents depend on the instantaneous
difference between the gas and the wall temperature. Estimatesof these
.. engine wall temperatureshave been calculated in the past [42], [6] based on ,
-' the following assumptions:
p#
(i) each heat transfer surface of interest is at a uniform surface
temperature; i.e. surface temperaturevariations across a particular area
- are neE1ected.
(li) The heat transfer .urface temperaturesare constant with time; i.e.
_'_ cycle-periodicsurface L,_erat_.e _ariatlons are not considered.
_-.
(ill)Heat transfer by conduc-tionthrough the walls is treated on a one-
CI dimensionalbasis.
"I The one-dimensional,uniform surface temperaturemodel is certainly a
simplificationfor surfaces with large temperaturevariations,such as piston
bowls, or for s_rfaces with complicatedheat transfer path lengths, such as
the .'yllnderliner. Also, uniform surface temperaturesare not adequate ('or
detailed thermal stress calculations. For most surfaces,however, temperature _,..-
varies much more rapidly in directions perpendicular to the surface, so that
the above one-dimenslonal treatment is Justified.
The assumption of constant w_ll temperatures over the engine o_>erati_
cycle is reasonable for engines with high conductivitymetal walls and forced
convection Jacket cooling. Measurements by {_'euvre [27] and _itehouse [43]
on conventionalengines have ._ested that cyclic surface temperature swings
are fairly small, rar_lng from 5 to 15 Kelvlns. However. for engine surfaces b
insulatedwith low-conductivitymaterials, such as ceramics, surface !
temperature swiz_s are expected to be more critical [_]. i
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l?iEure 6 shows a typical ceramic/m_tal composite wall structure. The
_i heat transfer rate from hi= Eas to the wall ts a harmonic function of time., .with a period of on_ erN_Ine cycle. Thi3 time-dependent boundary condition
:4 will set up periodic temperature waves that will prop_Eate into the wall
I •
struetdre. Because of the relatively low thermal dlffusivities of ceramics,
I
these distorbances will only penetrate a small distance from the surfac.e of|
the material, beyond which the temperature distribution is steady-state.
+t
;i These cyclic transients, should not be confused with engine start-up wall
+i
transients Which die-away once steady-state e_ine operation is established.
Cyclic transients are superposed on the steady-state conduction temperature
profiles. Thus, their effect should be taken into account for the accurate
+i prediction of maximum wall surL'ace temperatures (important for lubrication
considerations) and temperature distribution in the wall structures (important
I
' for material stress considerations).
Assuming uniform material properties which do not with temperature,
vary
the total temperature (steady plus time-periodic) T(x,t), at any point x
within the wall, and at aM time t, will satisfy the heat conduction equation,
r - aT (6-;)
,|
where _ is the thermal diffuslvlty of the material. The solt,_!on to eq. (6-I)
is developed in the followlng sections by deccmposing the problem into Its
• steady-state and time-periodlc components.
.............. p
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5.2 Ste___a__-StateProblem
The steady-stateheat transfer rate per unit !_side surface area, Qs'
-,Z ,
, _ through a composite "' structure £s given by
,I
?I
['-I Qs = U(Tw - TO) (6-2)
:_ji...l where U = over-all coefficient of heat transfer based on inside surface area
' # Tw steady-state inside wall surface temperature
-t T = outside wail surface temperature, coolant temperature,or ambientI c
_I temperature
" The cylinder head and the piston crown of the insulatedengine are
"_'l modelled as flat composite walls, while bhe cyl'.nderliner, manifolds, and
connecting ducting are modelled as cyl_ndrteal composite walls. The
appropriate expressions for the over-all heat transfer'coefficientand steady-
>J
';ty state temper_taredistribution for these two types of wall structure are
-] summarized in sections 6.2.1 and 6.2.2. The inside wall steady-state surface
I temperatureIs deterF"ned through a heat balance between the cycle-averaged
heat transfe,-rate from the gas to the wails and the steady-state wall heat
conduction. This involves an [terative procedure wh[oh is described in
section 6.2.3.
6.2,1 Flat eom@eslte wall
r The overall coeffic:ent of heat transfer, Up, for a flat compos'_tewall
_, is def:ned as
I t
ij I n L_.--- t (6-3)Up £-I
where n = number of flat layers
Li - th'_cknecaof ith layer
66 .
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ki : thermal conductivity of ith layer
If the boundary condition on the outside wall surface is specified in
terms of an _Jtside heat transfer coefficient and a coolant or ambient I
4
temperature (versus a specified _Jtside wall temperature), a modified overall
• heat transfer coefficient is defined as
1 n L. 1
__ __I , _- (6-4)
U = [ k. h
p i=I I c
where h is the heat transfer coefficient to the outside.
c
The steady-state temperature distribution for the ith layer is obtained
from the solution of F_q. (6-I) in its steady form, i.e.
_2 T
s 0 (6-5)
2
_x
The boundary conditions are
Ts = Ts(Qs,Xi),_ at x = x.l (6-6a)
Ts --Ts(Qs,xi+1), at x = xi+I (5-6b)
leading to the following temperature distribution within the ith layer
(x-xi)
Ts(X) = [Ts(Xi+I) - Ts(X i)]......Li i) (6-7)
6.2.2 C)flindrical composite wall
The overall coefficient of neat transfer, Uc, based on the inside surface
area of a cylindrical wall structure is defined as
67
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J
J where m = number of cylindrleal layers
r, = inside radius of ith layer
L A
ri+I = outside radius of ith layer
, Ith ,
+, ki = thermal conductivity of layer
- Again, if the outside boundary condition involves the heat transfer
coeffleient to the outside, the overall heat transfer ooefflelent is modified
as follows:
I m in(ri+i/ri) I
r;_: = Z ki (6-9) ,i=I rm+Ihe
i
where rm+I = outside radius of mth layer
h = heat transfer coefficient to the outsidec
The steady-state temperaturedistribution for the ith layer is obtainedJ
from solution of equation (6-I) in its steady form, i.e. J
J
la aT -
r ar(r_ -s)= 0 (6-10)
The boundary conditions are
l
Ts = Ts(Qs,ri) , at r = ri (6-11a) .]++-
•T = Ts(Qs,ri+ 1) , at r = ri+ 1 (6-11b)
leading to the following temperaturedistribution within the ith layer
ln(r/ri+I)
TsCr) = (Ts(r i) - Ts(ri+l))_n(rl/ri+l) + Ts(ri+ 1) (6-12)
+
6.2.3 Vetermcnatlon of sl, ea_-state inside wall surface temperature
i The steady-state inside wall surface temperaturesof each of the engine =
"_ components is not known a priori. At the start of the cycle simulation,
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approximateestimates of these temperatures are assumed. Based on these
estimates, the instantaneousheat transfer rates, convective and radiative, to
the combustion chamber walls are calculated throughout the ey_le. At the end
of the cycle, a heat balance Is performed between the cycle-averagedgas/wall
• heat transfer rate and the heat conducted through the walls of each component
to compute a new surface temperature. These new temperaturesare used in the
next cycle iterat£on, until the calculation converges. Details of the heat
balance follow.
The instantaneousheat transfer rate to the combustion chamber wails is
calculated from
Qw(t) = h(t)(Tg(t) - Tw) (6-13)
where T = inside wall temperature at cycle startW
Tg(t) = instantaneousgas temperature
h(t) = instantaneousheat trar.sfercoefficient
During combustion, h(t) Is replaced by an effective linearized heat
transfer coefficienthell(t), given by Eq. (D-T), to take into account the
effects of radiation on the total heat transfer rate.
The cycle-averagedgas/wall heat transfer rate is given by
I h(t)(T (t) - Tw)dt
....... ?-drc.......... (6-14)
where r denotes tntegration over the complete cycle. Equation (6-14) can be
rewritten as
• Qw - hTg - Twh (6-15)
where the bar denotes oyole-averased.
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The steady-stateheat transfer rate conducted through a composite wall
:/ structurewas expressed by equation (6-2), involving an over all wall heat
I
: transfer coefficient. Combining equations (6-2) and (6-15), an updated wall •
temperature can be computed according to !
i¢.'
I
.'_ ' E-T  UT4
..... _......c (6-16)
W
where the prime denotes the temperatureto be used in the next cycle ',
iteration. The calculation is repeated until the new wall temperature is
within a certain percentage of its value at the end of the previous cycle.
6.3 Time-Periodic Problem
*_ 6.3.1 Formulation of finite difference scheme
:! The time-periodic part, Tp(X,t), of the temperature distribution within
% any parallel slab will satisfy the unsteady conduction equation, i.e.,
r
a2T 1 aT
___E.... E (6-IT)
ax2 _ at . h _
• LIn order to solve this continuous partial differential equation, a finite
difference technique will be used. The slab is modeled by a number of N
b.-
, discrete nodal points, xi. At each node, the finite-differenceapproximation
to the governing equation provides an algebraic equation connecting the
z,
instantaneousnodal temperatureto those at the surroundingnodes.
[
The finite difference schemes which have been used to solve partial $
_:, differential equations of the form of Eq. (6-17), can be grouped into two
general categories: explicit and implicit [45]. In explicit schemes, the "
instantaneousvalue of the variable at any node is given by the values of the
70 ,, __
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variable at the node and its ne',g._borlngnodes calculated from the previous
time step. These schemes are fairly simple, and comput_tLonally very
efficient. However, they are stable only under certain conditions and are
limited to Lm'formly-spaceddiscrete nodes. On the other hand, implicit
f
schemes are unconditionally stable, and some can handle arbitrarily spaced
dlsc_ete nodes. From the computational point of view, though, implicit
I
schemes are v_ry intenslv.e.Since the instantaneous value of a nodal variable i
depend_ on the neighboring values of the variable at the current and previous
';
time stepg, these schemes, unfortunately, involve large matrix inversions.
For the purposes of the current work, it is desired to ,:alculatethe
temperature distribution within the walls of the engine combustion chamber in
parallel with the engine simulation calculation. Thuc.,special effort was
made to develop a numerical scheme that woJld be: "_ J
(i) least demanding in computer time 1 '-
(ll) able to handle arbitrarily-spaceddiscrete nodes, so as to maximize
the accuracy of the solution within the relatively thin penetration .,
depth of the cyclic engine transients
(i_i) stable.
To satisfy all the above requirements an Euler explicit scheme was _
suitably modified, by mapping the arbitrarily-spaced discrete nodes x% of the |
!
2esi_ed solution domain into corresponding uniformly-spaced nodes yi,
I
_ccordlng to the following transformation:
a+bx
" Y " T-i'ex" (6-18)
This transformationw ._selected because of its following merits [46]:
• (i) three of the nodes xi can be mapped into three specified nodes Yi"
(li) all other nodes xl are then mapped smoothly in between the three
speclf£ed nodes Y£"
71
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(Ill) the transformation Ls differenttable up to any order.
Using (6-18), Eq. (6-I?) can take the fo].low[ng form for each node x,:
By _pproximat[ng the der,vatLv, with respect to y through finite differences,
and recalling (6-18), Eq. (6-19) can be re-written as
$
i where Ay is the uniform spacing between two adjacent nodes in the transformed
coordinate system.
Once again, by taking finite difference expressLon_ for the derivatives
with respect to y, and after some rearrangement,we get
o DYDXM , o o o
Ti = Ti + -_-- [DYDXR(T[+I- T£ ) - DYDXL(Ti - Ti_1)] (6-21)
where DYDXM = (-a[) (6-22a)
•ax
i V
DYDXR = (_) (6-22b)
I+I/2
DYDXL = (a__) (6-22c)
1-I/2 •Q,_.
CN = -Ay2: Courant number (6-23)
_At
and the superscript o denotes temperaturevalues at the previous time step.
Note that the method is stable provided that [47]
CN i:2 (6-24) *
For time-step sizes of the order of one engine crank angle, and material
dlffusivlties in the range of 10-5 to 10-6 m2/s (most materials of interest),
this condition will be satisfied for noda] spac'_ngsas small as 1/10 to 1/100
of a ram.
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6.3.? A]_l_[ca_t io_nof finite difference scheme
The finite difference scheme was applied to calculate the periodic
• temperature distribution in the two parallel layer wall stnJcture (piston or
head), shown in Fig. 6. In general, under typical engine operating
• conditions, the cyclic transients do not penetrate into the wall structure for
a distance greater than a few mm (and thus will not extend into the second
layer). However, to maximize the flexibilityof the code to a&alyze even thin
coatings (of order of a ram),the code is set-up with a capability to calculate
transients over the entire wall region. Obviously, more nodes should be
placed in the first layer than in the second one.
For the first layer, the transformation (6-]8) is introduced, so that
x - - LI maps into y = 9
x - 0 maps into y = I
x - - L1 + 6 maps into y = F
with F - 0.4 _o 0.5, meaniqg that 40 to 50 percent o£ the nodes xi are placed
within a distance of the order of the penetration depth 6 in the first layer.
These three conditions determine a, b, c in Eq. (6-18). Then, the temperature
T1,i at any node i of the first layer, can be calcuhted from Eq. {6-21).
For the second bayer, a relatively small number of uniformly-spacednodes _-.-
is sufficient• Then, with y - x, Eq. (6-21) for the temperature "2,j at any
node j of the second layer, simplifies to the following standard form [47]:
i
0 O 0
T2 4_I  (CN-2)T__ + T_ _ 'T
............... _-'_...._-'_-'- (6-25)
• 2,j CN
Note again that for stability, CN _ 2• {The limit _ - 2 would imply that the
• local node temperaturehas no effect on its future value).
At the interfacebetween the two layers (x-O), continuity of temperature
and heat flux leads to the following boundary conditions:
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Fig. 6: Typical temperature within a ceramlc/metal
composite wall structure in the engine combustion
chamber.
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TI ,N = T2,1 (6-26)
where N is number of nodes :n f'[rstlayer, and | 4-
,_T. _T
i " ' = k_(:-)
X'O- '" dXx'o_
or, [ntrodueing transformation (6-18) £n the first layer, and aproxt_ating the
_i derlvat[ves through finite differences, we get
.......... ...... (6-2"r)
where Ay w_._defined ;n Eq. (6-20) and Ax2 is the uniform spae[ihg between two
adjaeerlt nodes :n the second 1._lyer'.
T9 validate the n_r'_cal scheme and to optimlze the number and spacing
of nodal points, the method was applled to calculate t/|etemperature
dtstrlbut_on in a two layer composite, slab subject to a harmonleally varying
gas temperature at x = - LI, and a constant ambient temperatureat x - L2.
The exant _obJtion was also obtained analytlea]ly for the same problem [10].
The approxi_te r:sults were shown to be in excellent agreement with the exact
-esults for a r_nge of different materials ano wal] structures [10].
6.4 Co_hlned Solut:on
Tqe cota! temperaturedlqtr'_but[onIn each layer can be obtained by
superpos:ng the steady-state solution given by Eq. (6-7), and the time-
period[c solution, Eivem by Eqns. (6-21) and (6-25). The total temperature
T.'x,t)must satisfy the full b_andary eond[tlons at the inside and ouL_ide
walI surfaces.
_t the bet gas s'.Je(( - - LI) ,
(gT.
- KI '_x ) + "Is " hg(Tg- Tw) (6-2B)
X- -LI
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I!
, where Qs is the steady-state heat flux g:.venby (6-2). hg is an effective
linearized ccefficient (convectiveand radiative) defined by (D-7), and
• I
" + T1 (6-29)i Tw Tw ,I
!#
Introduclr,g finite-dlfferenceapproximations, (6-28) can be rewritten as !
+T I
- k1(_X) 3TI_I...........- 4T1z2....lz_ + Qs = hg(Tg- T ) (6-30) 1
_i.1 2Ay w
|
Similar equations apply for the boundary condition at the ambient or
coolant side (x = L2), _here either the total heat f"_x or the total wall
temperature can be prescribed.
The calculation is staged as follows• First, the steady-state solution i
: for the temperaturedistribution within each component wall and the average
heat flux conducted through each wall are obtained by following the iteration
; procedure described in section 6.2.3, i.e. asm_:ng no cyclic transients.
1'
Once the steady-stateheat flux is obtained, the transient calculation is
performed by applying the finite difference scheme and the total boundary
,1
:! conditions (6-28)and (6-30). J
J
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7. ME'flieDOF SOLUTION AND PROGRAM INPUTS AND OUTPUTS
"_ I 7.I Baste Method of SolutEon
j. J
The conservation equations _f mas_ and energy for the contents of an open
_ thermodynamicsystem are applied in turn to the master reolprocatc' eyllnde-,
the intakemanifold, and the series of exhaust manifold sections. Further,
_, the individual submodels of the various system components and their
thermodyr_micand heat transfer processes are brought together to Corm a
complete system model. The result is a set of simultaneous first-order
ordinary differential equations. To perform predictive calculations with the
cycle simulation, these equations must be lqtegrated simultaneously over the
full operating cycle. Note, however, that some of the governing equations
like the _as3 flow rate through the intakeor the exhaust valve, the non- ,
dl_ensLonal 191elburning rate, etc. apply only during parts of the cycle.
Integrationof the governing equations is performed numerlealLy usl,qEa
standardizedcode developed %, Shar/Ipineand Cordon [/48]. The method is based
on :_predictor-correctert_chnique that kJsesa modi£1ed divided di['ferenee
form of the Adams Pe=e forr_ias. The code adjusts its order and step size
internally to _xlmize efficiency and control the local error per unit step in
Eeneralized senee. Detailed documentatton of the integrationroutine Ls
provided :n the listirlg of the code.
flow chart showing the overall .strnjetureof the entire system
_im_latton 13 shown !n Figure 7. After t_:einitializationof the state
v_rLables, the program proceeds with the simultaneous integrationof the
O
governing system equatLons. The latter can be grouped Into two major sub-
_ets: eq,_attonsdescribing the ther_ynamie processes in the master cylinder
C
,_fth_ re_.Lpr_bo-; and equatEons assoclat_ with other occur,orientsin the
s/s,.em'manifolds,_.urboeharger,etc.) that have inherent _Itl-cyllnder
77
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• I
capability. The main program determines which equations in each sub-set will
'i oe passed to the integrator,couple,-the two sub-sets and trdnsfers
informationacross them, and prints out results as the cycle proceeds.
_ On the reciprocatormodel side, the main passes to the integrator
program
different subroutinescorresponding to the intake, compression, combustion and
I
exhaust processes of the master cylinder, as the engine cycle proceeds. On
ii• the other components side, the main program supplies the integratorwith the
same set of governing equations for the mani[olds, turboeharEer,etc.!
: throughout the cycle. Appropriate utility routines, are called by the major
r_outinesto help in the evaluation of the necessary derivativesat each step.
These include routines to calculate the s_e_'dy-stateand cyclic periodic
temperatureprofiles withi, the various com[,onentwall structures, routines to
calculate mass flow rates through valves and interpolatevalve area tables .,
(calledby the intake and exhaust routines), routines to interpolate
iI turbocachinerymaps and predict the heat transfer and pressure losses in the
ductlng (PAlledby the other components routine), and thpm_.Aynamloand
transport property routines (called by all major routJ...._._. I:;
A
r
The ma,_sflow rate and enthalpy flux profiles of the master cylinder, ;_-
generated by the slmula:ion during the intake ant the exhaust processes, are _&_.
stored in the main program. Using t_Is information, the main program calls a
subroutine that:
• i) generates the profiles of all :he other cylinders as echoes of the
- master cylinder profiles;
b 1
il) sums the intake and exhaust profiles contributed by each cylinder at
!
every instant to give total reciprocator mass and enthalpy flows, etc. ThP ,,
@
resultant profiles are communicated fr=m the main program to the oUwr
components routine throughout the engine cycle.
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JI Approximateestimates of alt state variables are assumed, initially.
I More than one iteration is generally required to model system operation under
t
st_a_y conditions. The integrationcontinues until the system reaches a
il quasi-steadycondition, defined as the condition in which the value of each
state variable at a particular crank-angle is within a specified interval of
its value at that crank-angle in the previous engine cycle.
I 7.2 Program Inputsland Out_)uts
The input parameters which must be specified for each cycle simulation
calculation inc]ude the following groups: system operating mode, system
,
operating conditions, system dimensions and design parameters,parameters for i
the wall conduction models, empirical parameters for the various simulation !
sub-models, initial conditions of the system and certain computatiohal
par._eters. !
From this informatioh,the simulation program can predict the performance
I of the total engine system under a wide range of operating conditions. The
output includesmean engine performanceparameters, such as power, specific
fuel consumption,mean effective pressure, thermal elf' iency,etc., as well _,
as detai_ed informationabout the state of th_ total system as a function of
• [
crank-angle t/A,oughout each engine cycle. _
7.2.1 In_ut___s
z. systemo .at
_I In order to maximize the flexibility_f the code to handle different
I
system configurations,and assess the effect of different modeling assumptions
on system performan.e,the user is provided with a choice of several options:
a. The system can be turbochargedand turbocompounded,or turbocharged
onl_.
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b. The steady-state inside walt surface temperatures o£ the piston,
cylinder head, cylinder line_, manifolds, and turbine connecting pipe
'i"1 can be specified as an input, or calculated from a specification of
the component wall structure.
c. Additionally. the time-dependent temperature distribution in the
| pistcn and cylinder head can be computed using a one-dimensional
I unsteady finite difference model for the component wall.
d. The ignition delay period can be predicted based on our ignition
delay model, or can be specifed based on experimental data.
e. Either the commonly used Annand's radiation model, or Lhe flame
" radiation model developed here can be used to predict instantaneous
radiative heat transfer rates.
• !
_4
II. System operating conditions
• a. Reciprocator speed (RPM)
b. Mass of fuel injected per cycle
I c. Injection timing
d. Fuel parameters r
e. Steady-state inside wall surface te.._eratures of piston, cylinder _.;
head, cylinder liner, lanifold walls, and turbine connecting pipe
(for specified wall temperature option only)
f. Fewer turbine gear ratio
,E
!1. III.S_stemdimensionsand designparameters
i. Reciprocator Param_..ters
a. Number of eylinde,,s
b. Cylinder bore
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c. Cylinder stroke
d. Connecting rod length
e. Clearance volume
f. Valve timings (crank angles at which the inta,e and
exhaust valves open and close)
!
g. Tabulated values for the effective valve open areas !
(including discharge coefficient effects)
ii. Other Component Dimensions i
a. Intake and exhaust manifold dimensions ,.
b. Turbine connecting pipe dimensions
iii. IntercoolerCharacteristics
a. Coolant flow heat capacity
b. Heat exchange surface area !
e. Over-all heat transfer coefficient
iv. TurbomachineryParameters
a. Compressor, turbochargerturbine and power turbine maps
b. Turbocharger rotational inertia
c. Turbocharger rotational damping
d. Po_.Jrturbine transmissionefficiency , i
IV. Wall conduction model parameters
! I
These parameters need to be specified when it is desired to predict the
] steady-stateand transient (for piaton and cylinder head only) temperature
ii distributionwithin the various system component walls. For each material
layer of the piston, cylinder head, liner, manifold sections and turbine
• cor_lectingpipe, the wall structure specificationsinclude:
a. Thickness
b. Inside wall radius (cylindricalcomponents only)
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c. Thermal conductivity
d. Thermal diff,'_ivity(piston and head only)
For each component, the boundary conditions on the outside wall surface _ ,
must be specified, i.e.:
a. Ambient (or COOl_It) temperature, and heat transfer
coefficient from the outside wall surface to the ambient
(or coolant), or
b. specified wall temperature on outside surface
_inally, for the finite difference scheme applied to the unsteady
conduction through the piston and cylinder wall, the following are required
a. Number of nodes placed within each layer of a given component
b. Fraction of nodes of first layer placed within the penetration
depth of cyclic engine transients.
V. Other sub-model____ricalparameters
a. Ignition delay correlation constants; e.g., (4-12)
b. Burning rate distribution constants; e.g., (4-7), (4-8),
(4-9)
c. Nu-Re number correlation constants, appropriate for the
reciprocatorcylinder, exhaust port, manifolds, and turbine
connecting pipe; Equations (4-17), and (5-17) up to (5-21)
d. Turbulent dissipation constant; Eq. (4-34)
e. _nnand's radiation model calibrating constant
f. Friction model constants_ _.g., (4-48).
IV. Initial conditions
a. Cylinder pressure, temperature, and composition
b. Intake manifold pressure, temperature, and composition
c . Exhaust manifold pressure, temperature, and composition
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,Y
_:.. d. Turbocharger speed
, Vll. Ambient conditions
: a. Intake temperature 4
b. Iptake pressure
T'"
, c. Final exhaust pressure _ I
J.
-: VII[. Computationalparameters
Z"
-,\ a. Convergence margins for each state variable
i
b. Error tolerances for integrationof the differential equations ,
_ c. Other parameters used in the integrationalgorithm "ODERT"
(For a detailed description of these parameters, see the engine
simulation code.)
F, 7.2.2 ___ts
-ki Four types of outputs are generated by the cycle simulation:
;. I. Input echo ,.
t A listing of ali the input parameters, including some quantities derived
directly from the given inputs (e.g. engine displacement and compression
ratio).
i
II. ____orcrank-an_le bY prank an_le results -"-
• _t specified crank-angle intervals, the values of the following state /_
_ variables are return_:
a. Cylinder pressure, temperature, and average equivalence ratio
' b. Intake manifold pressure, temperatureand average equivalence
ratio
c. Exhaust manifold pressure, temperatureand average equivalence
". ratxo
In addition, the followln_other quantities are reported at the same '
intervals:
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_. Heat transfer _del results (such os heat transfer rates from
gas to various component wall surfaces, instantaneous convective
heat transfer coefficient, temperatureprofiles within various _ _,
component wall structures) _ I
b. Turbulent flow model results (such as mean flow velocity,
turbulent intensity,macroscale of turbulence) _.
c. Code which monitors the performance of the integrationroutine.
Integrating through the different processes for the master cylinder, the
following quantities are reported during the corresponding process: _.
i. Intake _
a. Mass flow through intake valve
b. Mass flow through exhaust valve
c. Velocity through intake valve
d. Velocity through exhaust valve
ii. Combustion
a. Non-dimensional fuel burning rate
b. Fuel burnt as a function of total fuel injected
c. Flame radiation model results (such as radiant heat transfer,
radiant temperature,adiabatic flame temperature,emissivity)
i i i. Exhaust
a. Mass flow rate through exhaust valve
b. Velocity through exhaust valve
III. Integrated results and cycle performance
After completion of an engine cycle, a summary of results obtained by
int_ rating some of the governing equations over the cycle is given.
a,
Integrated results include the following:
a. Reciprocator thermal efficiency (gross indicated and brake)
85
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b. Overall syst_ brake thermal efficiency
c. Specific fuel consumption (reciprocatorand overall)
d. Volumetric efficiency (based on manifold and ambient conditions)
e. Gross indicated,pumping, friction,and mean brake effective
pressures
f. Total heat loss (as a fractoin of the fuel energy input)
g. Mean exhaust temperature
h. Mass of air inducted per cycle
i. Ignition delay period
! J. Total heat and work transferredduring each process
k. Results of an overall energy balance
IV. Sub-model results
After the overall cycle results are listed, detailed results for the main
sub-models of the cycle simulation are given at specified crank angle
intervals. These quantities include the following:
a. Total engine intake and exhaust mass flow rates
b. Compressor, turbocharger turbine and power turbine speed, mass
flow rate, pressure ratio and efficiency "
e. Power turbine work transfer ._
d. Pressures and temperaturesat var.ous system locations
e. Intake _n_fold, exhaust manifold, and turbine connecting pipe
heat transfer data
f. Intercoolerperformance data
%
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APPENDIX A i'
Thermodynamic Properties
Our thermodynamicmodel assumes that thp various open systems contain
mixtures of air and combu._.tionproducts thr(_jEhoutthe total engine system.
4 By utilizing the concept of the instantaneousaverage equivalence ratio
defined in Section 4.1, the contents of any open system can be represented as
one continuous medium. Furthermore, assuming ideal gas behavior and
thermodynamic equilibrium, the instantaneousgas properties can be determined
from a knowledge of pressure, temperature and average equivalenceratio in the
open system.
When the temperatureof the cylinder contents is below 1OO0 K, they are
treated as a homoEenec_asmixture of non-reacting ideal gases, their properties
being caleulatJd usinE the procedure outlined below [49]:
The hydrocarbon-air combustion reaction is written as:
_¢ CHy + 02 + _ N2 + xI _O + x2H20 + x3CO + x4H2 + x502 + $N (A-I)
where _ - the molar N:O ratio of the products,
y - the molar 'i:Cratio of the fuel,
- the average equivalence ratio,
xi - moles of species i per mole of 02 reactant
and c - 4/(,oy) (A-2)
The quantities xi are determined by usir_ the following assumptions:
• a) for lean mixbares (¢ _ I) H2 can be neRlected.
b) for rich mixbares (Q > I) 02 can be neglected.
• e) for rich mixtures, the 8as water reaction
SO2 + H2 " CO + H20
is in equilibrium with equilibrium constant K(T).
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The solution for the xi is shown in Table A-I, where C Is obta'ned by
_lving equation (A-3) for its positive root.
f' (l - K)C2 + 211 - ¢¢ + K($ - I + ¢¢)]C - 2K;¢(0 - I) - 0 CA-3), J,_, The value of K(T) Is obta:ned by curve fitting JANAF table data over the
"' temperature range 400 to 3200K and is g£ver,by
• ln(K(T)) - 2.743- 1.761/c - 1.611/t 2 + .2803/t 3 (A-4)
;_ where t - T/ICO0, and T is the temperature in Kelvins.
It the gram._of products per mole of 02 reactant is expressed as
* M - (Be  LI)¢+ 32 + 280 (A-5)
the speeifie enthalpy h and the speolfte heats at constant pressure and
! constant eomposttion, ep and e¢ respeottvely, can be expressed by theI
following r,:lattonships:
4
- xi I: (aij + aI6) (A-6);. h M tZl J-1 J t
.. 1 6 4 aI_ )
" _ xl £ (atjtJ-i +-_,ep M I 1 J-1 2 CA-T)
1 6 _xt _ tj [_w_'
" el- _ _- I (alj at} + ai6) -I.i j.i J --_
I: xI _- (alj j - -_ + at6) (A-g)M 2 t-i J-i
l
The ooefflclents alj are obtained by curve fitting JANAF table data to the
above functional form. The values of alj are given In Table A-2. The
resultant ep I,s in eal/g-K, While h and e¢ are In koal/g. *
$1noe the cylinder contents are being treated as a mixture o£ non-
t
eaotlng Ideal gases, the density of the mixture Is given by
92
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TABLE A-1
Burned Gas COml3c,c't:,_n under 1000 K
Species x t (moles/mole02 reactant)
,<I ,>I
I COp. c_ c¢ - C
2 H20 2(I-c)_ 2(I-c¢) + C
3 co o c
a H2 0 2(¢-1) - C
5 02 1-¢ 0
6 N2 _
Sum (I-c)¢ + 1 + _ (2-c)¢ +
Source: Ref. [49]
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'_ TABbE: A-2
-:_ oeff'_e'_entsfor Polynom_.al Fit to Thermodynamic Propert,les
,_
,o. Coeftle'_entsfor 100K < T < 500 K:
. i Spec ies alI ai2 ai3 ai4 ai5 ai6*
f 2 CO2 4.7373 16.653 -11.232 2.8280 .006767 -93.75793
:. 3 -,2o 7.8097 -. 20235 3.4187 -1.1790 .001436 -57.08004
3 CO 6.9739 -.82383 2.9420 -1. 1762 .0004132 -27.19597
: 4 H2 6.991c,' .16170 -.21821 .29682 -.016252 -.118189
5 02 6.2957 2.3884 -.031479 -.32674 .0O4359 .10363?
6 N2 7.0922 -1.2958 3.2069 -1.2022 -.0003458 -.013967
Coefflo'_ent,s for 500 K < T < 6000K:
I Speoles a£1 at2 a13 a14 a15 ai6_
1 (302 11.940 2.0886 -. 47029 .037363 -.58945 -97.1418
2 H20 6.1391 4.6078 -.93560 .066695 .033580 -56.62588
3 CO 7.0996 1.2760 -. 28775 .022356 -. 15987 -27.73464 -
4 H2 5.5557 1.7872 -.28813 .019515 .16118 .?5498 "_,
5 02 7.8658 .68837 -.031944 -. 0026870 -.20139 -.893455
6 N2 6.8078 1.4534 -.32899 .025610 -.11895 -.331835
* plol<ed t,o 8ire enthalpy dat,umat, 0 K
Souroe: Ref. [49]
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-" 2__ (A-9)
0
"_ _ where
R° = the on',versalgas constant (1.9869 eal/.Dle-K)
and M, the average molecular weight of the mixture, is given by
m
M : M/((I - _)_ + I • _) @< I
(A-_0)
= M/((2 - _)¢ + _) ¢ > 1
Then, the parti_1 derivatives of the density with respect to
temperature, pressure, _nd equivalence ratio are given by
-_P--- _ (A-11)
aT T
,i
-_- _ (A-I2)
- ap p1
When the temperatureof the cyllnder contents is above 1000 K, their
properties are calculated with a11owanee for chemical dissociation, aeeordin_
.,_ to the calculation method described in [50]. This [s an approximte method _tbased on curve fitting data obtained from detailed thermoehemlealcalculations ".
[30] to a functional form obtained from a consideration of carbon alr
combust[on. Although species concentrationswithin the burned gases are not
calculated, the bulk thermodynamleproperties needed for cycle analysts are
accurately Jetermlned.
95 ,
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APP_DIX B
Tnermodynam/c Data for Fuel Vapor
Ir the computer e.qglnes'_mulattoncode, the fuel vapor enthalpy is
modelled by a polynomial of the form /
t3 t4 A5
H(T) = A1t + A2 t2+ A3 3- + A4 4- _ t- (B-])
where t - T/IO00, T is the temperature in Kelvins, and the units of H(T) are
kcal/gmole.
The value of A6 for a partleular fuel depends on the datum at which the
elements C(graphlte),H2, 02 and N2 are assigned zero enthalpy. Using a
datum of 298 K, the coefficientsAi were obtained for fuel CI0.84H18.68 by
curve fitting table data from Rossini et al [52] to the above functional
form. The values of Ai for various hydrooarbon fuels, including#2 Diesel
fuel, are given in Table B-].
Our thermodynamic property eomputer codes, however, use a OK datum. To
convert to a OK datum, a correction term A8 must be added to the enthalpy
given by (E-I) to account for the enthalpy difference of C and H2 between 0
J
and 298 K. Using data from the JANAF Tables [53],
A8 n(Ho o +m (HO o= - H298)e 2 - H298)
= 10.84 x 0.252 + 18.68
--_-- x 2.024 = 21.636 kcal/gmole
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I TABLE B-1
A
Co_fl'ielents('orPolynomial Fit
i to Fuel Vapor Data from 300 to 1500 K .
Fuel AI A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
C12H26 -2.2294 ZTT.8[ -157.08 34.555 O.1970 -79.304
C13H28 -2.1801 300.14 -169.86 37.398 O.2105 -85.098
CIOH20 -12.482 244.84 -142.O4 31.844 0.0474 -56.788 -,
311H22 -13.607 _T0.54 -158.25 35.806 0.0986 -62.192
-5.7610 196.79 -118.O7 27.238 -.0483 -9.5171
CIOH14
C_H16 -4.8244 215.96 -128.28 29.245 -.0(30 -15.586
Diesel Fuel _--
I"
CI0.84H13.68 -9.1063 246.97 -143.74 32.329 0.O518 -41.166 I_
Source: Re£. [52] _.
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APPENDIX C
_r-an_!_c.,"tPro_ertles
The heat transfer correlations relate the heab transfer eoeffielent to
the Reynolds and Prandtl numbers and the thermal conductivity. The
calculation of the heat transfer rates will therefore require values for the /
vlseoslty and the Prandtl number (from _hleh the thermal conductivity san be
obtained). We have used the approximate correlations for the viseoslty ano
the Prandtl number of hydroearbon-alrcombustion products developed by
F_nsour£ and Hegwood [51].
The NASA equilibriumproEram [303 was used to compute the viscosity of
hydrocarbon-aircombustion products as a function of temperature,T,
equivalence ratio, @, and pressure p. It was shown that the viseosity of the
eo_ust£on products was satisfactorilycorrelated by a power-law based on air
viscosity data, corrected for the effect of equivalence ratio, i.e.,
_procl [ks/ms] = 3.3xlO-TTO'7/(1 + 0.027¢)
(c-I)
for 500 K _ T $ 4000 K and 0 $ ¢ _ 4
Note that the viscosity of the combustion products is independentof the
pressure.
The equilibrium Prandtl number of hydroearbon-a'.rcombustion products was
also calculated over the above ranges of temperature,pressure, and
equivalence ratio. Using a second order polynomial of Y to curve fit the
above data, it was shown that the following correlation for lean (¢ < I)
#
mixtures predicted values in good agreement (within 5%) with the data, i.e.,
Pr = 0.05 + 4.2(Y- I) - 6.7(Y - I)2 (C-2a) F
for 500 K $ T $ LI000 K and ¢ $ 1
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For rich mixtures (Q > I), a reasonable fit (less than 10% error) to the
t equilibrium Prandtl number values calculated with the NASA program was round
I
to be the followlnS:
Pr = [0.05 + 4.2(Y- 1) - 6.7(Y - 1)23/[1 + 0.015x10-6(_T) 2]
for 2000 K < T <_3500 K and I < ¢ :;4 (C-2b)
j
_ ]-_L
_t
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] APPENDIX D
Linearlzation of Total Heat Transfer Rate at the Gas/Wall Interface
i
The total instantaneousheat transfer rate, eonveetive and radiative,
per unit area, to the eombustion chamber walls is given by ?
Qw " Qo + Qr (I)-I)
where Qe " h(Tg - T) (IP2)
and 0_ - kr(Tr4 - Tw4) (D-3)
where the symbols used have the same meaning as in Seetion 6.4.
The radiative heat transfer can be expressed as
. 4 4 4 4
Qr " kr(Tr - T ) + kr(Tg - TW ) (D-4)
or alternatlvely as
• (Tr4 - T_)
Qr " kr "T' _T' - (TE- Tw) + kr(Tg3 + TE2Yw + TTw 2 + Tw3)(TE- Tw)g w
(D-5)
Combining equations (D-1), (D-2) and (1)-5), the total Instantaneous heat
transfer rate per unit area can be expressed in linear form as
Qw" herr(Tg-Tw) (0-6)
where herf is an effective linearizedheat transfer coefficient defined as
Tr4- Tg4)
hcf f - h + kr(T83 + T8% + TsTw2+ Tw3+ -_--:-_ --) (1)-7)g w
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